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Abstract

Randomness observed in human speech signals is considered to be a key factor in the

naturalness of human speech. This research project has investigated the characteristics

of several kinds of randomness observed in human speech signals phonated by normal

speakers. Based on the results of the analysis, some advanced techniques for artificially

reproducing such randomness were developed with the aim of enhancing the voice quality

of synthesized speech. The types of randomness particularly investigated in this project

were: (1) amplitude fluctuation, (2) period fluctuation, (3) waveform fluctuation, (4)

random fractalness of the source signals obtained by linear predictive analysis, and (5)

unvoiced characteristics, namely, aperiodicity observed in voiced consonants. Using their

statistical characteristics, a simple model was made for these forms of randomness, and

was evaluated how it could contribute to realize high quality speech synthesis systems

based on the LPC (linear predictive coding) vocoder.

Normal sustained vowels always contain a cyclic change of maximum peak ampli-

tudes and pitch periods, even at those times when the values seem to be quite stable.

This project investigated the statistical characteristics of the fluctuations that were par-

ticularly labeled amplitude fluctuation and period fluctuation, respectively. Since the

frequency characteristics of these fluctuation sequences appeared to be roughly subject to

a 1/f power law, the author reached the conclusion that amplitude and period fluctuation

could be modeled as 1/f fluctuations for a preliminary model. Psychoacoustic experiments

performed in this study indicated that the differences in the frequency characteristics of

the amplitude and period fluctuation could potentially influence the voice quality of syn-

thesized speech. Compared with 1/f0 (white noise), 1/f 2, and 1/f 3 fluctuation models,

amplitude and period fluctuation modeled as 1/f fluctuations could produce voice quality

which was more similar to that of human speech phonated by normal speakers.

Normal sustained vowels also always contain a cyclic change of the waveform itself,

even during their most steady parts. This project investigated the statistical characteris-

tics of the waveform fluctuations extracted from the residual signals of the LPC vocoder.

Since the frequency characteristics of the waveform fluctuations appeared to be subject to

a 1/f2 power law, the author reached the conclusion that the waveform fluctuations could

be modeled as 1/f2 fluctuations for a preliminary model. Psychoacoustic experiments

performed in this study indicated that the differences in the frequency characteristics of

waveform fluctuations could potentially influence the voice quality of synthesized speech.

Compared with 1/f 0 (white noise), 1/f , and 1/f 3 fluctuation models, waveform fluctu-
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ations modeled as 1/f2 fluctuations could produce voice quality which was more similar

to that of human speech phonated by normal speakers.

Theoretically, the source signals of the LPC vocoder are defined as being characterized

by a spectral −6 dB/oct decay in the frequency domain, when the −12 dB/oct glottal
vibration and the +6 dB/oct mouth radiation characteristics are taken into consideration

simultaneously. Since this frequency characteristic is equivalent to a 1/f2 spectral decay,

the source signals of the LPC vocoder can be potentially classified as Brownian motion

from the viewpoint of the random fractal theory. This project employed a multiresolution

analysis method, based on Schauder expansion, in order to statistically investigate the

time domain characteristics of the source signals. The results of the analysis indicated

that the random fractalness was clearly observed, particularly when a large resolution

level was chosen. The author also found that a certain limitation existed in the size of the

discontinuity for the source signal waveforms obtained from human speech signals. Based

on the results of the analysis, an advanced technique was newly developed with the aim of

enhancing the voice quality of synthesized speech produced by the conventional impulse

train. This study reached the conclusion that the buzzer-like degraded voice quality

resulting from utilizing the impulse train could be improved by removing the extremely

large discontinuity of the waveforms from the impulse train. The developed technique

also included a method called random fractal interpolation for restoring power in the high

frequency region which had been undesirably decreased by removing the sharpness of the

impulse train.

The author implemented two applications that exemplified the effectiveness of the

techniques developed through this research. One such application was a real-time vocoder

system implemented on a digital signal processor (DSP) evaluation module (Texas Instru-

ments, TMS320C62EVM); the other was a Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system

implemented on a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra 840AV). Both applica-

tions employed the modified LPC vocoder as their speech synthesizer which fully imple-

mented the features that were investigated in this research. In addition, these applica-

tions demonstrated how the voice quality of voiced consonants was enhanced by a MELP

(mixed excitation linear prediction) scheme. Since voiced consonants are a mixture of

both a periodic component attributed to voiced characteristics and an aperiodic com-

ponent attributed to unvoiced characteristics, the waveforms of unvoiced consonants —

which seem basically periodic due to reflecting the voiced feature — are disturbed in detail

by the unvoiced feature. Psychoacoustic experiments conducted in this research clarified

that synthesized voiced consonants produced by the conventional LPC vocoder tended
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to degrade in voice quality, since such a vocoder completely disregards the incorporation

of the unvoiced feature into the voiced consonants. An advanced technique, employing a

wavelet transform for processing subband decomposition and reconstruction, was devel-

oped as a method for the inclusion of the unvoiced component with the voiced component

at desirable bands. It was concluded that synthesized voiced consonants, for which the

unvoiced feature was incorporated at high frequency subbands, could be perceived as

possessing a more natural voice quality than that of the conventional LPC vocoder.

This project has reached the following two major conclusions: (1) the voice quality

of synthesized speech can be enhanced by the inclusion of the randomness that is artifi-

cially produced by adequate models, (2) the knowledge acquired through the techniques

developed in this project can be applied to the design of LPC-vocoder-based high qual-

ity speech synthesis systems that can be expected to produce more realistic human-like

natural speech.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This introductory chapter begins with a description of the background and motivation for

this doctoral research project. Afterwards, a brief summary of each subsequent chapter

in the thesis is provided.

1.1 Motivation of the project

One of the most significant research topics earnestly investigated in the area of speech

signal processing is the establishment of methods for enhancing the voice quality of syn-

thesized speech [474, 475, 476, 477, 478, 479, 481]. Such synthesized speech produced by

even state-of-the-art speech synthesizers currently utilized in commercial applications is

indicated still not sufficient [118, 259, 260, 480, 482, 483]. Those speech synthesis systems

often produce abnormality of voice quality in terms of both acoustical and prosodical

features [484, 485]. This abnormality is perceived as being quite different from the voice

quality of human speech phonated by normal speakers. This problem increases particu-

larly in the case of speech synthesizers based on a model that simulates the mechanism of

human speech production. Because of the employment of inadequate models that over-

simplify human speech production, such model-based speech synthesizers often produce

degraded voice quality that is generally expressed as buzzer-like or machine-like. Since

the precise mechanism of human speech production has not been fully understood due

to the high complexity of its physical system, synthesizing natural voice quality by using

model-based speech synthesizers is still recognized as a difficult goal to achieve.

This research focused on developing the practical methods for enhancing the natural-

ness of synthesized speech produced by a linear predictive coding (LPC) vocoder [110,

111, 113, 116, 150, 152, 171]. The LPC vocoder, which is widely used as a typical model-

based speech synthesizer, generates synthesized speech based on the source-filter theory

of human speech production [119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 182, 183, 184, 197, 198]. Accord-
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ing to the source-filter theory, a source signal approximates either a glottal vibration for

periodic voiced speech or an aspirated sound in the case of aperiodic unvoiced speech.

Furthermore, its filter approximates a vocal tract structure that dominantly characterizes

the spectral envelope of speech signals. The source-filter theory assumes that a speech

signal is produced by filtering a source signal with a particular vocal tract filter. For

convenience in the processing of speech synthesis, the conventional LPC vocoder employs

a source signal represented simply by an impulse train for periodic voiced speech and

white noise for aperiodic unvoiced speech [143, 145, 152, 156]. The degradation in the

voice quality of the LPC vocoder is therefore considered to be caused mainly by such an

oversimplification of the source signals [151, 153]. Bearing this in mind, the author at-

tempted to design more realistic source signals of the LPC vocoder in order to enhance the

naturalness of the resulting synthesized speech. The primary purpose of this research was

to obtain the know-how to implement the LPC-vocoder-based high quality speech synthe-

sis systems that produce more human-like natural speech. Since the LPC-vocoder-based

speech synthesizer is widely employed in commercial speech applications, such as mobile

telephones or car navigation systems [118, 475, 480, 484, 485, 519, 520], the know-how for

enhancing the voice quality of LPC-vocoder-based speech synthesizer obtained from this

project would potentially contribute to improving the quality of such promising industrial

applications. In addition to this concrete objective, a further motivation of this research

is the hope that the meaningful results which it issues may also potentially contribute to

developing an advanced model of human speech production.

The author investigated the characteristics of various forms of randomness observed

in human speech signals phonated by normal speakers. Even in the case when signals

are very steady, they still contain several kinds of randomness [54, 161]. For instance,

period fluctuations, which disturb the periodicity of voiced speech signals, are always

observed even during the most steady part of sustained vowels in which the speech signals

seem to be perfectly periodic [14, 15, 21, 22, 61]. Such random characteristics of human

speech signals are considered to be a key factor in the naturalness of human speech.

With this in mind, an examination was made to see whether such randomness could

also be a factor for enhancing the naturalness of synthesized speech. Specifically, the

kinds of randomness investigated in this project were: (1) amplitude fluctuation [2, 4],

(2) period fluctuation [1, 2, 4], (3) and waveform fluctuation [1, 3]. The speech materials

for the analysis of all three kinds of fluctuations were extracted from the steady portion

of sustained voiced speech. In addition to these three fluctuations, this research also

investigated: (4) random fractalness of the source signal obtained by linear predictive
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analysis [5, 7], and (5) unvoiced characteristics, namely, aperiodicity observed in voiced

consonants [6, 8]. Using their statistical characteristics, a simple model was made for

these forms of randomness, and was evaluated how it could contribute to realize high

quality speech synthesis systems based on the LPC (linear predictive coding) vocoder.

1.2 Overview of the following chapters

This doctoral thesis consists of six chapters, each of which is briefly summarized as fol-

lows: Chapter 2 describes the statistical characteristics of the amplitude and period fluc-

tuations, as well as their psychoacoustic effects on influencing the naturalness of synthe-

sized speech. Normal sustained vowels always contain a cyclic change of maximum peak

amplitudes and pitch periods, even at those times when the values seem to be quite sta-

ble [11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22]. In this study, the updated values of the maximum peak

amplitudes and pitch periods were labeled as amplitude and period sequence, respec-

tively. Based on the statistical characteristics of these fluctuation sequences, the author

attempted to develop advanced models of them. Since the frequency characteristics of

these fluctuation sequences are a contributing factor that significantly influences the nat-

uralness of sustained vowels, the model of these fluctuations was made which reflected

their general frequency characteristics. Psychoacoustic experiments were also performed

in order to examine the effectiveness of the developed model. The psychoacoustic experi-

ments particularly investigated whether the differences in the frequency characteristics of

amplitude and period fluctuations could influence the voice quality of synthesized speech.

Chapter 3 describes the statistical characteristics of waveform fluctuation, and the

influence of psychoacoustic effects of waveform fluctuation on the naturalness of synthe-

sized speech. In addition to the amplitude and period fluctuations described in Chapter

2, normal sustained vowels also always contain cyclic changes in the waveform itself, even

during their most steady parts [69, 193, 194, 218]. This study particularly investigated

some statistical characteristics of the waveform fluctuations which were extracted from

the residual signals obtained by LPC inverse filtering. This was carried out in order to

obtain the useful knowledge for the implementation of LPC-vocoder-based high quality

speech synthesis systems. Based on the results of the analysis, this study attempted to

develop a simple model for generating appropriate waveform fluctuations. Since the fre-

quency characteristics of waveform fluctuations potentially influence the voice quality of

synthesized speech, the author produced a model of the waveform fluctuations that re-

flected their general frequency characteristics. This study also performed psychoacoustic
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experiments in order to examine the effectiveness of the developed model. The psychoa-

coustic experiments investigated whether the differences in the frequency characteristics

of the waveform fluctuations could influence the voice quality of synthesized speech.

Chapter 4 describes random fractal characteristics observed in the source signals of

the LPC vocoder and its psychoacoustic effects on the naturalness of synthesized speech.

Theoretically, the source signals of the LPC vocoder are defined as being characterized

by the spectral −6 dB/oct decay in the frequency domain when both −12 dB/oct glottal
vibration and +6 dB/oct mouth radiation characteristics are simultaneously taken into

consideration [110, 111, 116, 120, 121]. From the viewpoint of random fractal theory, since

the spectral −6 dB/oct decay is equivalent to the spectral 1/f2 characteristics, the source
signals of the LPC vocoder are potentially classified as Brownian motions [308, 309, 310,

311, 317, 334, 335, 350, 354]. This study particularly investigated such random fractalness

of the source signals in terms of their time domain characteristics by using a method for

multiresolution analysis based on Schauder expansion [428, 429, 462]. In addition, using

the statistical characteristics of the source signals obtained by the Schauder analysis, this

study newly developed a technique for enhancing the degraded voice quality of synthesized

speech produced by the conventional impulse train. The psychoacoustic experiments were

performed in order to examine the effectiveness of the developed techniques.

Chapter 5 describes two applications that exemplify the effectiveness of the techniques

proposed through this project. One is a real-time vocoder system implemented on a digital

signal processor (DSP) evaluation module (Texas Instruments, TMS320C62EVM) [299];

the other is a Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system implemented on a personal

computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra 840AV). Both applications employed the modified

LPC vocoder as their speech synthesizer that fully implemented the features investigated

in the project. This chapter also described the unvoiced characteristics observed in voiced

consonants [160, 162, 163]. Since a voiced consonant is a mixture of both a periodic

component attributed to voiced characteristics and an aperiodic component attributed

to unvoiced characteristics, waveforms of unvoiced consonants — which seem basically

periodic due to the voiced feature — are disturbed in detail by the unvoiced feature.

Psychoacoustic acoustic experiments performed in this project clarified that synthesized

voiced consonants produced by the conventional LPC vocoder tended to degrade in voice

quality, since such a vocoder completely disregard the inclusion of the unvoiced feature

into the voiced consonants. An advanced technique employing wavelet transforms for

subband decomposition and reconstruction was developed as a method for the inclusion

of the unvoiced component with the voiced component. Psychoacoustic experiments were

4



performed in order to examine the effectiveness of the newly developed technique. They

investigated whether synthesized voiced consonants, for which the high frequency voiced

subbands were replaced with unvoiced characteristics, could be perceived as more natural

in voice quality than that of the conventional LPC vocoder.

In Chapter 6, the results obtained from this project are summarized. Additionally,

some unique contributions of this research are described. Lastly, some other topics left

for future study are also discussed.
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Chapter 2

Analysis and perception of amplitude
fluctuation and period fluctuation

2.1 Introduction

Synthesized sustained vowels tend to be perceived as possessing a buzzer-like unnatural

quality when their maximum amplitudes and pitch periods are kept constant. It has been

shown that one effective way to mitigate this undesirable degradation is to artificially

incorporate the fluctuations in the maximum amplitudes and pitch periods [11, 23, 30, 31].

Furthermore, it has been indicated that the characteristics of the fluctuations obtained

from human sustained vowels depend on the types of voice quality [9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15,

16, 21, 22, 41]. Taking account of this finding, it can be considered that the synthesized

sustained vowels, in which both the fluctuations appropriately reflect the characteristics

of normal sustained vowels, could potentially sound similarly to normal sustained vowels.

From earlier investigations on the perception of fluctuations, it is indicated that their

size affects the voice quality of synthesized sustained vowels [11, 23, 30, 31]. Since the

excessively large size of the fluctuations results in a pathologically rough voice qual-

ity, appropriately adjusting the size is necessary for enhancing the voice quality. An-

other property of the fluctuations which significantly influences the voice quality is

their frequency characteristics [1, 2, 3, 4, 70, 72, 74, 81]. Since the frequency charac-

teristics of normal sustained vowels generally differ from those of pathologically rough

cases [18, 25, 26, 27, 38, 39, 40, 78, 79, 80], such characteristics should be taken into

account in incorporating the fluctuations.

In developing an appropriate model of the amplitude and period fluctuations which

can be utilized to enhance the voice quality of synthesized sustained vowels, this study

has analyzed several statistical characteristics of both kinds of fluctuations obtained from

normal human speakers. The analysis included the frequency characteristics as well as
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Figure 2.1: Extraction of amplitude sequences a(n) and period sequences p(n)

the size of the fluctuations. In order to investigate the effectiveness of modeling the

frequency characteristics for enhancing the voice quality of synthesized sustained vowels,

psychoacoustic experiments were carried out. The experimental results were discussed

with an objective evaluation method newly devised by the author.

2.2 Speech analysis

This section describes several statistical characteristics of the amplitude and period se-

quences obtained from normal sustained vowels. The speech analysis included the inves-

tigation of the size of the standard deviation and the frequency characteristics of both

fluctuation sequences. In addition, their stationarity, distribution, and the correlation

between the amplitude and period sequence were investigated to obtain the useful infor-

mation for modeling the fluctuation sequences.

2.2.1 Speech samples

Ten male subjects between 22 and 26 years of age who did not suffer from any laryngeal

disorders were selected in order to obtain normal sustained vowels. Each subject was

requested to phonate the sustained vowel /a/ as steadily as possible in a soundproof

anechoic room (Rion, audiometry room) toward an electret condenser microphone (Audio-
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technica, AT822) at a distance of about 15 cm from the mouth. The sustained vowels

were directly recorded onto a hard disk of a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra

800) by way of a microphone mixer (Mackie, microseries 1202-VLZ), a low pass filter (8th

order Bessel characteristic), and an analog-to-digital converter (Digidesign, audiomedia

II). The sampling rate and quantization level were 44.1 kHz and 16 bits, respectively.

The cut-off frequency of the low pass filter was set at 5 kHz. The subjects phonated the

vowels at a pitch and loudness that was comfortable. The duration of the phonation was

requested to be approximately ten seconds. All records contained a steady portion of at

least 512 pitch periods lasting over approximately four seconds, in which the mean pitch

period was found to range from 7.6 msec to 9.1 msec. The calculated mean pitch period

of all speech samples was 8.3 msec. The sound pressure level (SPL) was also measured

by a precision noise meter using the C weighting condition (Brüel & Kjær, type 2209)

which was placed about 15 cm from the mouth [83, 84, 412]. Measured SPL ranged from

80 dB to 86 dB for all subjects. The gain of the microphone mixer was adjusted for each

subject for an optimal recording level. Twenty speech samples were taken per subject.

Two hundred speech samples in total (20 utterances × 10 subjects) were obtained [5, 20].
Since updated values for each cycle of both fluctuations were required to form fluctu-

ation sequences, each value of maximum amplitude sequence and pitch period sequence

was extracted from the digitized speech samples using a peak-picking method and a zero-

crossing method, respectively [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Figure 2.1 illustrates the definition

of the amplitude and period sequence, where the amplitudes of the speech sample were

normalized to range from −1 to 1. This normalization corresponds to from −32768 to
32767, the quantization level of 16 bits. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a pair of the

amplitude sequence and period sequence taken from one of the speech samples obtained

in the sampling session.

2.2.2 Stationarity of amplitude sequence and period sequence

In developing a model of the fluctuation sequences, it is useful to examine whether the

size of fluctuation sequences changes according to the duration. In order to clarify this

issue, the stationarity of the amplitude and period sequences were investigated. In this

study, stationarity was defined as the time-invariance of the mean and the variance of

the sequence [108, 109, 386, 409]. A runs-test was employed in order to judge whether

a fluctuation sequence was a stationary or nonstationary process. The test examined

whether the changes in the short-time mean and variance of a sequence were acceptable

as those of a stationary process [108, 386]. The severity of the tests defined by the level
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Figure 2.2: Examples of (a) amplitude sequence and (b) period sequence

of significance was chosen to be α = 0.01. Since almost all of the amplitude (92 %)

and period sequences (96 %) were found to be acceptable as stationary processes, it was

concluded that amplitude and period sequences extracted from the steady part of normal

sustained vowels could be regarded as stationary processes. This indicates that the size

of fluctuation sequences would not change even though their duration changed. This

result shows one of the features of the fluctuation sequences to be taken into account in

developing a model.

2.2.3 Distributions of the coefficients of variation of amplitude sequence and
the standard deviation of period sequence

As mentioned earlier, the size of the amplitude and period sequence is considered to be a

significantly important factor that influences the voice quality of sustained vowels. The

standard deviations of both fluctuation sequences were statistically analyzed in order to

investigate their valid size for normal sustained vowels. Since the gain of the microphone

mixer was adjusted depending on the loudness of the subject, the magnitudes of the

amplitude sequences were represented by arbitrary units. Therefore, the coefficient of

variation (C.V.) was chosen as the measure for the size of the amplitude sequences. C.V.

is a measure that represents the standard deviation of a sequence normalized by the

mean [19, 409]. The distribution of the C.V. of the amplitude sequences is shown in

figure 2.3 (a). It ranged from 2 to 20 % and its mode was found to be around 7.5 %. The
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mode (6.68 ± 3.03 %) was within the normative range for normal amplitude sequences

(mean ± standard deviation %) reported in a literature [20]. As for the size of the period
sequences, the standard deviation (S.D.) was employed as a measure to compare the size

of the period sequences. As shown in figure 2.3 (b), the S.D. of the period sequences

ranged from 0.03 to 0.13 msec with a mode of around 0.05 msec. In addition, the C.V.

of the period sequences was also calculated for a comparison with the normative range

reported in the literature [20]. The C.V. of the period sequences ranged from 0.5 % to

1.6 % with a mode around 0.8 %. The mode was within the normative range 1.05 ± 0.40
% for the normal period sequences [20].

The correlation of the size of the amplitude sequence and the period sequence, both of

which were obtained from an identical speech sample, was also investigated with the aim

of developing a more realistic model of the fluctuation sequences. Although a moderate

positive correlation coefficient (r = 0.64) was obtained from the scattergram of average

tendency, there was such a variety in the combinations that it obscured the meaning of the

average correlation coefficient. For example, one of the cases showed that the C.V. of the

amplitude sequences was small, while the S.D. of the period sequences was large, and vice

versa. Such deviations were found among individual speech samples even from the same

subject. Since it was difficult to make any meaningful conclusion that the amplitude and

period sequences were either correlated or independent in their size, the size of a period

sequence for an amplitude sequence or vice versa could be chosen rather arbitrarily for

the preliminary model.

2.2.4 Correlation between amplitude sequence and period sequence

The correlation between the amplitude and period sequence also influences the model of

the fluctuation sequences. Correlation coefficients were calculated from all of the pairs

of the amplitude and period sequences [108, 109, 409]. Since individual tendency was

not particularly different from subject to subject, a pooled distribution of the correlation

coefficients was obtained from all subjects. The result is shown in figure 2.4. The mean

and standard deviation of the distribution were −0.12 and 0.32, respectively. Since the
correlation coefficients tended to center approximately at zero, both fluctuation sequences

are likely to be modeled as independent processes of each other.

2.2.5 Distributions of amplitude sequence and period sequence

The distributions of fluctuation sequences are one of the important features for developing

their adequate model. It has been reported that the distributions of the amplitude and
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Figure 2.3: Distributions of (a) coefficient of variation (C.V.) of amplitude sequences and
(b) standard deviation (S.D.) of period sequences

period sequences are generally regarded as Gaussian [5, 74]. This tendency was statis-

tically reexamined in this study by the chi-squared test. The results indicated that the

Gaussian distribution is considered to be one of the possible choices in modeling, since

more than half of the distributions of the amplitude sequences (61 %) and the period

sequences (60 %) were acceptable as Gaussian in terms of the statistical test. However,

the results did not clearly confirm that the Gaussian distribution was always necessary

for a model, since it appeared that a number of the distributions were not acceptable

as Gaussian. Further investigation of their distribution in order to develop more precise

models of the fluctuation sequences was left for future study.

2.2.6 Frequency characteristics of amplitude sequence and period sequence

The frequency characteristics of the amplitude and period sequences were investigated

using the 512-point fast Fourier transform (FFT) with a Hamming window [96, 97, 98, 104,

105, 108, 109, 409]. As a result, it was found that the gross approximation of the frequency

characteristics was subject to the spectral 1/fβ power law [308, 309, 310, 311, 317, 334,

335, 350, 354], although the details might deviate from this approximation. This tendency

was consistently observed among all fluctuation sequences. Figure 2.5 shows examples

of the frequency characteristics of the amplitude and period sequences. The value of

the exponent β was estimated by the least-squares line fitting method [108, 109, 409],
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Figure 2.4: Distribution of the correlation coefficients between amplitude sequences and
period sequences. The mean and standard deviation of the distribution are −0.12 and
0.32, respectively.

where the exponent β was equivalent to the gradient of the fitted line in the frequency

characteristics plotted in the log-log scale. The value of β of this example was 0.99 for

the amplitude sequence and 0.96 for the period sequence. Since the value of β tended to

center at roughly “1” for all the fluctuation sequences, the results of frequency analysis

concluded that both fluctuation sequences could be modeled as spectral 1/f processes for

a preliminary model.

2.3 Psychoacoustic experiments

In order to explore the influence of the frequency characteristics of fluctuation sequences

on speech perception, a series of psychoacoustic experiments were conducted. The purpose

of the experiments was to investigate how the differences in their frequency characteristics

caused the subjective differences in the voice quality of synthesized sustained vowels.

2.3.1 Stimuli

Stimuli for the psychoacoustic experiments were sustained vowels /a/ produced by a

partial autocorrelation (PARCOR) synthesizer [110, 111, 116, 120, 121]. The vowels were

characterized by the different combinations of the amplitude and period sequences.

The filter coefficients of the PARCOR synthesizer were derived from one of the speech
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Figure 2.5: Examples of the frequency characteristics of (a) amplitude sequence, and (b)
period sequence

samples whose amplitude and period sequence showed the representative characteristics

of all the fluctuation sequences investigated in this study. Specifically, the C.V. of the

amplitude sequence was 7.5 % and the S.D. of the period sequence was 0.05 msec. Both

fluctuation sequences were acceptable as stationary processes. Their distributions were

also acceptable as Gaussian. Since the correlation coefficient between the amplitude and

period sequence was −0.06, they were considered not to be strongly correlated with each
other. Their frequency characteristics were approximated by the spectral 1/fβ power

law in which the value of the exponent β was 0.99 for the amplitude sequence and 0.96

for the period sequence. Both frequency characteristics are respectively shown in figure

2.5. Furthermore, the mean pitch period calculated from the period sequence was 8.4

msec, which was close to the average of all speech samples (8.3 msec). Both fluctuation

sequences were employed in synthesizing the stimuli.

The filter order of the PARCOR synthesizer was set at 40 for the condition of a

44.1 kHz sampling rate. The filter order was determined by a visual inspection which

ascertained that the frequency characteristics of the PARCOR filter in this condition

appropriately represented four dominant formants below the cut-off frequency of the low

pass filter of 5 kHz. The coefficients of the PARCOR filter were not altered during

the synthesis. This condition was based on the assumption that the characteristics of

the vocal tract filter for normal sustained vowels do not substantially change during the
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phonation. In order to synthesize sustained vowels, normal impulse trains, which are

conventionally used for synthesizing voiced speech, were employed as source signals of the

PARCOR synthesizer [110, 111, 116, 120, 121]. Period fluctuations in the stimuli were

implemented by the pulse position modulation [94, 137]. Period sequences were employed

as the modulating signals. In order to guarantee the accuracy of the modulation at a

44.1 kHz sampling rate, impulse trains represented in analog form were passed through

a −6 dB/oct low pass filter and sampled at a 44.1 kHz sampling rate. This low pass

filter theoretically consisted of both −12 dB/oct glottal characteristics and +6 dB/oct
radiation characteristics from the mouth [110, 111, 116, 120, 121]. After synthesizing

sustained vowels by the PARCOR filter, cyclic gain adjustments defined by amplitude

sequences were employed to incorporate amplitude fluctuations.

Each stimulus consisted of 128 pitch periods. Since the mean pitch period was set

to be 8.4 msec, the duration of each stimulus was approximately one second. A linearly

increasing or decreasing gate function whose duration was 10 msec was employed at the

beginning and the end of each stimulus in order to prevent undesirable clicking-like sounds.

The psychoacoustic experiments investigated four different conditions in regard to

amplitude and period sequences. In conditions 1 and 2, the frequency characteristics of

the amplitude sequences were manipulated, while all of the stimuli employed the period

sequence obtained from the speech sample. On the other hand, the period sequences were

changed from stimulus to stimulus in conditions 3 and 4, while all of the stimuli employed

the amplitude sequence obtained from the speech sample. Thus, conditions 1 and 2

focused on how the differences in the amplitude sequences influenced perception, while

conditions 3 and 4 focused on how perception was influenced by the different frequency

characteristics of the period sequences.

Fourteen stimuli labeled from “a” to “n” were produced for each condition. Stimulus

“a” employed the amplitude sequence and the period sequence obtained from the speech

sample. Although stimulus “a” was not the speech sample itself, its voice quality was

considered to reflect the characteristics of the amplitude and period sequence of the speech

sample. Since stimulus “a” was used as a reference stimulus in evaluating all stimuli,

including stimulus “a” itself, it was also labeled the reference stimulus. Comparisons

between the reference stimulus and stimulus “a” were the control for the experiment.

Stimulus “b” was produced without incorporating amplitude or period fluctuation. The

aim of this stimulus was to examine whether amplitude or period fluctuation was an

important factor for speech perception. In addition, four stimulus groups were produced,

each of which consisted of three stimuli. The three stimuli of each stimulus group employed
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the amplitude or period sequences whose frequency characteristics were classified in the

same category, while the fluctuation sequences themselves were different from each other,

since randomization used for producing the fluctuation sequences was different. The four

stimulus groups were labeled as “β0”, “β1”, “β2”, and “β3” according to the frequency

characteristics of the fluctuation sequences. Stimulus group β0, consisting of stimuli

“c”, “d”, and “e”, employed spectral 1/f 0 sequences (white noise). Stimulus group β1,

consisting of stimuli “f”, “g”, and “h”, employed spectral 1/f sequences. Stimulus group

β2, consisting of stimuli “i”, “j”, and “k”, employed spectral 1/f2 sequences. Stimulus

group β3, consisting of stimuli “l”, “m”, and “n”, employed spectral 1/f3 sequences.

The value of the exponent β in the spectral 1/fβ sequences for each stimulus group

was considered to be a rather preliminary choice. The integer values from zero to three

were employed, since there was no a priori knowledge about the relationship between

speech perception and the values of β. Using three stimuli in each stimulus group aimed

to examine whether or not the perceptual effects were categorized by the values of β.

The C.V. of all amplitude sequences was set to be 7.5 % for condition 1 and 15 %

for condition 2, in which the C.V. of the amplitude sequence obtained from the speech

sample was also readjusted to be 7.5 % or 15 %. Condition 2 aimed to examine whether or

not the larger C.V. of amplitude sequences influenced the experimental result compared

with condition 1. The S.D. of period sequences was set to be 0.05 msec for all stimuli

throughout conditions 1 and 2.

On the other hand, the S.D of period sequences was set to be 0.05 msec for condition

3 and 0.10 msec for condition 4. Condition 4 aimed to examine whether or not the larger

S.D. of period sequences influenced the experimental result compared with condition 3.

The C.V. of amplitude sequence was set to be 7.5 % for all stimuli throughout conditions

3 and 4.

All of the amplitude and period sequences employed in the stimulus groups were

fractional Brownian motions artificially produced by the FFT method [311, 317, 318,

319, 334, 350, 354, 358]. Gaussian white noise was first transformed to the frequency

domain, then passed through the low pass filter characterized by the spectral 1/fβ power

law. The result was transformed back into the time domain. Although the speech analysis

indicated that the distributions of the amplitude and period sequences were not necessarily

Gaussian, the fluctuation sequences employed in this study were simply assumed to be

Gaussian.

The power spectrum of a spectral 1/fβ sequence is represented as

Sv(f) = |T (f)|2Sw(f) ∝ |T (f)|2, (2.1)
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Figure 2.6: Procedure of paired-comparison test

where

Sv(f) is the power spectrum of a spectral 1/fβ sequence v(t),

T (f) is the frequency characteristics of spectral 1/fβ filter,

Sw(f) is the power spectrum of Gaussian white noise.

Thus, the spectral 1/fβ filter is required to be

|T (f)| = 1/fβ/2. (2.2)

2.3.2 Subjects

Twenty subjects consisting of twelve males and eight females participated in the ex-

periment. Their age ranged from 20 to 26 years. None of them were experienced in

psychoacoustic experiments. All reported having no hearing problems.

2.3.3 Procedures

All stimuli were synthesized using a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra 800).

The stimuli were passed through a digital-to-analog converter (Digidesign, audiomedia II)

and then through a low pass filter (8th order Bessel characteristic). The sampling rate and

quantization level were 44.1 kHz and 16 bits, respectively. The cut-off frequency of the

low pass filter was set at 10 kHz. The stimuli were presented through a monitor speaker

(Denon, USC-101), which was attached to a pre-main amplifier (Sansui, AU-α 507XR).

The speaker was placed 1.5 meters in front of the subject in a soundproof anechoic room

(Rion, audiometry room). The SPL of the stimuli was set to be 65 dB upon presentation.
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Each subject took part individually in the experiment under all four conditions. Each

condition consisted of fourteen paired-comparison trials to evaluate the similarity between

the preceding stimulus A and the succeeding stimulus B. The reference stimulus, namely

stimulus “a”, was always chosen stimulus A, while stimulus B was one of the fourteen

stimuli produced for each condition. The order of the presentation in regard to stimulus

B was randomized.

Stimuli A and B were presented to the subject twice in the form of an AB pair as

illustrated in figure 2.6. There was a one-second silent interval between stimuli A and B,

and a two-second silent interval between the first and second AB pair. For the judgment,

a six-second interval was given to the subject after listening to the two AB pairs.

The subject was asked to judge whether or not the voice quality of stimulus B was

perceived as the same as that of stimulus A. They were forced to select one of the following

three choices: (1) “same”, (2) “undecided”, or (3) “different”. The three-point scale aimed

to examine whether or not the subject could correctly distinguish the voice quality between

a stimulus created from artificially produced fluctuation sequences and one created from

fluctuation sequences obtained from the speech sample. For the above reason, the five or

seven-point scale, which is conventionally used to grade the differences in voice quality,

was not employed [402, 403, 404]. In order to compare the experimental results, the three

choices were translated into a numerical measure named similarity, which was defined as

(1) 100 %, (2) 50 %, and (3) 0 %, corresponding to the three choices.

2.3.4 Results of conditions 1 and 2

The results of conditions 1 and 2 are summarized in figure 2.7 (a) and (b), respectively.

The similarity of each stimulus is represented by an open circle which shows the average

of the results over all subjects. It appeared that the control stimulus “a” and the stimulus

group β1 tended to be evaluated as more similar to the reference stimulus than the other

stimuli throughout conditions 1 and 2. These results indicated that most of the subjects

found it difficult to distinguish the voice quality of the stimulus group β1 from that of

the reference stimulus, namely stimulus “a”. The larger C.V. of the amplitude sequences

examined in condition 2 did not substantially influence this tendency.

As for the other stimuli, most of the subjects reported that the voice quality of the

stimulus group β0 was rougher than that of the reference stimulus. Particular changes

in the loudness were perceived in the stimulus groups β2 and β3, while such features

were not perceived in the reference stimulus. Some of the subjects also reported that

the changes in loudness of stimulus “b” were perceived as being flat compared with the
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Figure 2.7: (a) Results of experiment 1: C.V. of amplitude sequence was set at 7.5 %.
(b) Results of experiment 2: C.V. of amplitude sequence was set at 15 %.

reference stimulus. These differences could be a subjective clue to discriminate between

the reference stimulus and these stimuli.

2.3.5 Results of conditions 3 and 4

The results of conditions 3 and 4 are summarized in figure 2.8 (a) and (b), respectively. It

appeared that the control stimulus “a” and the stimulus group β1 tended to be evaluated

as more similar to the reference stimulus than the other stimuli throughout conditions 3

and 4. These results indicated that most of the subjects found it difficult to distinguish

the voice quality of the stimulus group β1 from that of the reference stimulus, namely

stimulus “a”. The larger S.D. of the period sequences examined in condition 4 did not

substantially influence this tendency.

As for the other stimuli, most of the subjects reported that the voice quality of the

stimulus group β0 was rougher than that of the reference stimulus. Unstable changes

in the pitch were perceived in the stimulus groups β2 and β3, while such features were

not perceived in the reference stimulus. Furthermore, most of the subjects reported that

stimulus “b” was perceived as buzzer-like compared with the reference stimulus. These

differences could be a subjective clue to discriminate between the reference stimulus and

these stimuli.

Since the similarity of stimulus “b” commonly tended to be judged as low throughout
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Figure 2.8: (a) Results of experiment 3: S.D. of period sequence was set at 0.05 msec.
(b) Results of experiment 4: S.D. of period sequence was set at 0.10 msec.

all the conditions, it can be concluded that the amplitude and period fluctuation play

significant roles in the speech perception of sustained vowels as mentioned in the previous

literature [11, 23, 30, 31, 61]. The results of the other stimuli suggest that the differences

in the frequency characteristics of the amplitude and period sequence can significantly

influence speech perception. High similarity between the stimulus group β1 and the

reference stimulus can be attributable to the similarity in the frequency characteristics of

the fluctuation sequences between stimulus group β1 and the reference stimulus.

Since there were no large differences in the similarity among all the stimuli of the

stimulus group β1, the randomization for producing the fluctuation sequences could have

little effect on speech perception. In addition, it seemed that the similarity of the stim-

ulus group β1 could not be significantly influenced by the differences in the size of the

fluctuation sequences. The similarity of the stimulus group β1 was consistently evaluated

high throughout conditions 1 and 2 as well as during conditions 3 and 4, in spite that the

size of the fluctuation sequences varied.

2.4 Objective evaluation on the psychoacoustic experiments

An objective evaluation of the stimuli, all of which were employed in the psychoacoustic

experiments, was performed to judge the validity of the subjective evaluation. As earlier

studies indicate, the voice quality can be objectively classified by the index which measures
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the ratio of the inharmonic spectra energy to the harmonic spectral energy [42, 43, 59, 60].

Such an index becomes large in the case of purely periodic speech signals that may be

perceived as quite buzzer-like. On the other hand, the index becomes small in the case of

aperiodic speech signals that may be perceived as being a rough voice quality.

This study devised a new objective index named Inharmonic Energy Ratio (IHER) for

investigating the voice quality of the stimuli utilized in the psychoacoustic experiments.

As defined in equation 2.3, in which f denotes frequency and S(f) the power spectrum, the

proposed index measured the ratio of the energy obtained from inharmonic spectral regions

to that of the harmonic spectral region. The definition of IHER is also illustrated in figure

2.9, in which hj represents jth harmonic frequency, a = (hj−1 + hj)/2, b = (hj + hj+1)/2,

c = (a + hj)/2, and d = (hj + b)/2. The inharmonic spectral regions were defined as

the bands which met the conditions a ≤ f < c or d ≤ f < b, while the other region

represented as c ≤ f < d was defined as a harmonic region. This definition came from

the fact that it was hard to accurately estimate the purely harmonic frequencies when

the speech signals contained a certain aperiodicity, such as the amplitude and period

fluctuation. In that situation, the separation of the harmonic spectral components was

quite difficult, especially in the high frequency region. Although IHER does not require the

estimation of harmonic frequencies, it was still difficult to separate the harmonic spectral

regions from the inharmonic spectral regions in the high frequency region. Therefore, this

study applied the proposed index to only the low frequency region under 10th harmonic

frequency. The power spectra utilized in the calculation of the index was estimated by

4096-point FFT.

IHER(j) = 10 log

Pf<d
f≥c S(f)Pf<c

f≥a S(f) +
Pf<b
f≥d S(f)

(2.3)

2.4.1 Results of conditions 1 and 2

The calculated indices for all the stimuli used in conditions 1 and 2 are summarized in

figure 2.10 (a) and (b), respectively. It appeared that the indices of both the control

stimulus “a” and the stimulus group β1 tended to be similar throughout conditions 1

and 2. On the other hand, the indices of stimulus “b”, the stimulus group β2, and the

stimulus group β3 were larger than that of the control stimulus “a”. As for the stimulus

group β0, the indices were smaller than that of the control stimulus “a”. The larger C.V.

of the amplitude sequences examined in condition 2 did not substantially influence this

tendency.
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Figure 2.9: Definition of Inharmonic Energy Ratio (IHER)

2.4.2 Results of conditions 3 and 4

The calculated indices for all the stimuli used in conditions 3 and 4 are summarized in

figure 2.11 (a) and (b), respectively. It appeared that the indices of both the control

stimulus “a” and stimulus group β1 tended to be similar throughout conditions 1 and 2.

On the other hand, the indices of stimulus “b”, the stimulus group β2, and the stimulus

group β3 were larger than that of the control stimulus “a”. As for the stimulus group

β0, the indices were smaller than that of the control stimulus “a”. The larger S.D. of the

period sequences examined in condition 4 did not substantially influence this tendency.

Since the indices for the stimulus group β1 and the control stimulus “a” fell within a

similar range, these stimuli could be categorized as belonging to the same group in terms

of their spectral characteristics. Since the indices of stimulus “b”, the stimulus group β2,

and the stimulus group β3 were larger than that of the control stimulus “a” through all

the conditions, the harmonic spectral components for these stimuli were considered to be

more dominant in their spectral structures. On the other hand, it was considered that

the inharmonic spectral components were dominant for the stimulus group β0. It can be

concluded that the subjective evaluation obtained in the psychoacoustic experiments may

have reflected these differences in the spectral structures of the stimuli.
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Figure 2.10: (a) IHERs of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 1, (b) IHERs
of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 2

2.5 Discussion

The experimental results suggest that the frequency characteristics of the fluctuation

sequences could be a significant factor that influences the voice quality of sustained vowels.

Compared with other stimulus groups, the stimuli which were characterized by spectral

1/f sequences tended to be evaluated as more similar to the reference stimuli. This result

could be attributable to the fact that the frequency characteristics of the spectral 1/f

sequences were similar to those of the amplitude or period sequences employed in the

reference stimuli.

The spectral 1/f power law is often observed in a variety of natural phenomena,

including fluctuation sequences obtained from biomedical signals, such as heart rate fluc-

tuation [311, 335, 350, 354, 360]. Although the spectral 1/fβ sequences are generally

classified as nonstationary processes under the condition of 1 < β, quasi-stationarity is

observed in spectral 1/f sequences [308, 309, 310, 311, 317, 334, 335, 350, 354]. The

mean and the mean square value of spectral 1/fβ sequences are subject to the following

relationship under the condition of 1 < β < 3 and β = 2H + 1 [308, 334, 350].

hv(rt)i = rHhv(t)i
hv2(rt)i = r2Hhv2(t)i, (2.4)

where
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Figure 2.11: (a) IHERs of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 3, (b) IHERs
of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 4

v(t) is a spectral 1/fβ sequence,

r is the resolution factor of the sequence,

H is the Hurst exponent,

h·i is the expectation operator.
Since the mean and the variance derived from equation 2.4 are considered to change as

the resolution factor r changes, 1/fβ fluctuations are classified as nonstationary processes

with the condition of 1 < β. However, the mean and the variance of 1/f sequences derived

from equation 2.4 with the condition of β → 1, namely H → 0, are statistically invariant

even though the resolution factor r changes. This nature of spectral 1/f sequences is

known as self-similarity which guarantees the quasi-stationarity of the sequences [308,

334, 350].

Taking these discussion into consideration, the amplitude and period sequences, mod-

eled as either spectral 1/f2 or 1/f3 sequences, are classified as nonstationary processes.

The nonstationary changes in the loudness and the pitch by spectral 1/f 2 or 1/f3 se-

quences are considered to have caused differences in the voice quality from the reference

stimulus which was characterized by the stationary amplitude and period sequence. Tak-

ing account of the result of the speech analysis in which almost all fluctuation sequences

would be acceptable as stationary processes, spectral 1/f2 and 1/f3 sequences could not

be appropriate models for the amplitude and period sequences of normal sustained vowels.
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Compared with the shortcoming of these nonstationary sequences, spectral 1/f se-

quences are considered to be more appropriate models for the amplitude and period

sequence due to their quasi-stationarity. The psychoacoustic experiment also subjectively

supported the validity of the models. Considering the result of the speech analysis in

which it was suggested that the fluctuation sequences be approximated as spectral 1/f

processes, it could be concluded that the models of spectral 1/f sequences are potentially

useful choices for the amplitude and period sequences of normal sustained vowels.

In this study, gross approximation of the frequency characteristics of fluctuation se-

quences was the only focus. However, the result of the frequency analysis suggested the

possibility of much finer models. For example, it was found that the frequency character-

istics in the high frequency region tended to increase to a greater level than in the case of

the spectral 1/f power law, as shown in figure 2.5. It will be of interest to investigate how

finer models influence speech perception. In addition, it will also be of interest to examine

how the perceptual differences are caused by the value of β as it gradually changes from

one. These issues are currently being investigated by the authors for developing more

detailed models of the fluctuation sequences.

Some previous studies have also developed a model of the period sequences for normal

sustained vowels from the viewpoint of its frequency characteristics [74, 81]. These mod-

els have represented the frequency characteristics of period sequences by auto-regressive

(AR) [81] or by an auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA) [74] form of a digital filter.

Similar to the results presented in this paper, these studies also indicate that the frequency

characteristics of period sequences would be a key factor in determining the voice quality

of sustained vowels. It can be suggested that the gradual decreasing characteristics found

in the high frequency region are a feature of the period sequences which could be related

to the voice quality of normal sustained vowels.

The decreasing characteristics of amplitude as well as period sequences were also

pointed out by other previous studies [18, 70, 71, 78, 79]. A speech analysis of nor-

mal sustained vowels showed decreases of high frequency components of both amplitude

and period sequences [78, 79]. These fluctuation sequences were extracted from three

Japanese vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/ phonated by one adult male speaker. Such decreasing

characteristics were also suggested by the speech analysis of period sequences obtained

from normal sustained vowels /a/ [18]. Comparisons with pathological cases also indi-

cated that the decreasing characteristics of amplitude and period sequences might be one

of the features of normal sustained vowels [70, 71, 79].

From the above two viewpoints, namely, (1) speech perception caused by fluctuation
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sequences and (2) speech analysis of fluctuation sequences, it is conceivable that the

decreasing characteristics are one of the features of the fluctuation sequences obtained

from normal sustained vowels. Such decreasing characteristics could be a significant factor

in the voice quality of normal sustained vowels.

2.6 Conclusions

The present study statistically showed several aspects of the amplitude and period se-

quences of normal sustained vowels. The speech analysis indicated that both fluctuation

sequences would be approximated as spectral 1/f sequences in terms of their frequency

characteristics.

In addition, the psychoacoustic experiments indicated that voice quality of sustained

vowels appeared to be influenced by the frequency characteristics of fluctuation sequences.

The results of the present study may provide useful information for exploring the speech

perception caused by fluctuation sequences as well as for developing their appropriate

models with the aim of enhancing the voice quality of synthesized sustained vowels.
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Chapter 3

Analysis and perception of waveform
fluctuation

3.1 Introduction

In addition to the amplitude and period fluctuation described in Chapter 2, normal

sustained vowels also always contain cyclic changes of the waveform itself even dur-

ing their most steady parts. Although the size of such waveform fluctuation obtained

from normal sustained vowels is quite small, earlier investigations indicate that the

waveform fluctuation is also considered to be a key factor in the naturalness of human

speech [24, 69, 193, 194, 218]. It can be therefore assumed that incorporating the waveform

fluctuation, which is artificially generated with an appropriate model of the fluctuation,

may potentially contribute to the enhancement of voice quality of synthesized speech.

In order to obtain the know-how to implement LPC-vocoder-based high quality speech

synthesis systems, this study particularly investigated some statistical characteristics of

the waveform fluctuations that were extracted from the residual signals obtained by LPC

inverse filtering. Based on the results of the analysis, the author attempted to newly

develop an advanced model for appropriately generating the waveform fluctuations that

could be incorporated into the source signals of synthesized speech for the enhancement

of its voice quality. For the evaluation of the effectiveness of the developed model, a series

of psychoacoustic experiments were carried out. Not only were the experimental results

subjectively discussed, but they were also discussed with an objective evaluation method

devised in this study.

3.2 Speech analysis

This section describes the method that was employed for the extraction of the waveform

fluctuations from the residual signals obtained by LPC inverse filtering. Some statisti-
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cal characteristics of the waveform fluctuations obtained from normal sustained vowels

were investigated to obtain useful information for developing an appropriate model of the

waveform fluctuation.

3.2.1 Speech samples

Ten male subjects between 22 and 26 years of age who did not suffer from any laryngeal

disorders were selected in order to obtain normal sustained vowels. Each subject was

requested to phonate the sustained vowel /a/ as steadily as possible in a soundproof

anechoic room (Rion, audiometry room) toward an electret condenser microphone (Audio-

technica, AT822) at a distance of about 15 cm from the mouth. The sustained vowels

were directly recorded onto a hard disk of a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra

800) by way of a microphone mixer (Mackie, microseries 1202-VLZ), a low pass filter (8th

order Bessel characteristic), and an analog-to-digital converter (Digidesign, audiomedia

II). The sampling rate and quantization level were 44.1 kHz and 16 bits, respectively. The

cut-off frequency of the low pass filter was set to be 5 kHz. The subjects phonated the

vowels at the pitch and loudness that was comfortable. The duration of the phonation was

requested to be approximately ten seconds. All records contained a steady portion of at

least 512 pitch periods lasting over approximately four seconds, in which the mean pitch

period was found to range from 7.6 msec to 9.1 msec. The calculated mean pitch period

of all speech samples was 8.3 msec. The sound pressure level (SPL) was also measured

by a precision noise meter using the C weighting condition (Brüel & Kjær, type 2209),

which was placed about 15 cm from the mouth [83, 84, 412]. Measured SPL ranged from

80 dB to 86 dB for all subjects. The gain of the microphone mixer was adjusted for each

subject for an optimal recording level. Twenty speech samples were taken per subject.

Two hundred speech samples in total (20 utterances × 10 subjects) were obtained [5, 20].

3.2.2 Extraction of waveform fluctuation

At first, the residual signals of the speech samples were obtained by the LPC inverse

filtering [110, 158, 186, 212, 213, 214, 215, 225, 226, 232]. The order of the filter was set

at 40 for the condition of a 44.1 kHz sampling rate. The filter order was determined by a

visual inspection which ascertained that the frequency characteristics of the filter in this

condition appropriately represented four dominant formants below the cut-off frequency

of the low pass filter of 5 kHz. The coefficients of the LPC inverse filter were not altered

during the analysis. This condition was based on the assumption that the characteristics

of the vocal tract filter for normal sustained vowels do not substantially change during
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Figure 3.1: (a) Waveform fluctuation extracted without linear matching process: Adjacent
pitch periods for the comparison were 372 and 376 points, respectively. (b) Waveform
fluctuation obtained by using linear matching process: Pitch periods were normalized to
be 376 points.

the phonation. From the resulting residual signals, waveform fluctuations were simply

extracted as the differences in waveform between two adjacent pitch periods. In order to

improve the accuracy of the matching process between the two adjacent pitch periods,

the residual signals were in advance processed with a −12 dB/oct low pass filter. This
low-pass-filtered signals were labeled as source signals. Since the updated pitch period

length observed in the sustained vowels always changed even for the two adjacent pitch

periods due to their inherent period fluctuations, the magnitude of the waveform fluctu-

ation, which was extracted without an appropriate normalization process, unnecessarily

increased at around the end point of the pitch period [46, 47]. Figure 3.1 (a) exemplifies

this problem with the waveform fluctuation extracted without a particular normalization

process. This was the case when the initial point was only used as an anchor point in the

comparison of the two adjacent pitch periods. In order to mitigate this problem, a linear

matching process was simply employed as a pilot method for preprocessing the extrac-

tion of the waveform fluctuations. As shown in figure 3.1 (b), the waveform fluctuation

obtained with the linear matching process could successfully reduce the spurious trend

often observed at around the end point of the pitch period as shown in figure 3.1 (a).

For the actual extraction process, this study normalized the period length of the source
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Figure 3.2: (a) Example of normalized source signal of a sustained vowel /a/, and (b) its
waveform fluctuation

signals to 512 points by oversampling technique. Figure3.2 (a) illustrates the first four

pitch periods of such a normalized source signal, which can be denoted as e[512m+n],m =

0, 1, . . . , 127, n = 0, 1, . . . , 511 for 128 pitch periods. Waveform fluctuations extracted from

this normalized source signal are shown in figure 3.2 (b). The definition of the waveform

fluctuation can be represented in equation 3.3.

f [512m+ n] = e[512(m+ 1) + n]− e[512m+ n]
m = 0, 1, . . . , 126,

n = 0, 1, . . . , 511. (3.1)

3.2.3 Average power of the waveform fluctuation

The size of the waveform fluctuation is considered to be a significant factor that influences

the voice quality of sustained vowels. An excessively large waveform fluctuation may result

in rough voice quality [24]. The power of the waveform fluctuation to the source signals

was statistically analyzed in order to investigate its valid size for normal sustained vowels.

The results showed that the calculated power of all waveform fluctuations fell in similar

values, with an average power of approximately −25 dB.
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3.2.4 Frequency characteristics of waveform fluctuation

Although the waveform fluctuations appeared to be complicated random signals, their

complexity was not apparently the same degree as in the case of white noise as inferred

from figure 3.2 (b). In order to investigate their general characteristics for normal sus-

tained vowels, the frequency analysis was performed using the 512-point fast Fourier

transform (FFT) with a Hamming window [96, 97, 98, 104, 105, 108, 109, 409]. The re-

sults indicated that the gross approximation of the frequency characteristics was subject

to the spectral 1/fβ power law that met the condition of β ' 2 [308, 309, 310, 311, 317,
334, 335, 350, 354], although the details might deviate from this approximation. This

tendency was consistently observed among all waveform fluctuations. Figure 3.3 shows

an example of the frequency characteristic of waveform fluctuations, whereas the average

frequency characteristic among all waveform fluctuations is shown in figure 3.4. The value

of the exponent β was estimated by the least-squares line fitting method [108, 109, 409],

where the exponent β was equivalent to the gradient of the fitted line in the frequency

characteristics plotted in the log-log scale. Since the value of β tended to center at approx-

imately two for all the waveform fluctuations, the results of frequency analysis concluded

that waveform fluctuations could be modeled as spectral 1/f 2 processes for a preliminary

model.

3.3 Psychoacoustic experiments

In order to explore the influence of the frequency characteristics of waveform fluctuations

on speech perception, a series of psychoacoustic experiments were conducted. The purpose

of the experiments was to investigate how the differences in their frequency characteristics

caused the subjective differences in the voice quality of synthesized sustained vowels.

3.3.1 Stimuli

Stimuli for the psychoacoustic experiments consisted of sustained vowels /a/ produced

by a partial autocorrelation (PARCOR) synthesizer [110, 111, 116, 120, 121]. They were

individually characterized by the different types of waveform fluctuations. The filter

coefficients of the PARCOR synthesizer were derived from two typical speech samples

whose waveform fluctuations showed the representative characteristics of all the cases

investigated in this study. For the extraction of the set of PARCOR coefficients, conditions

1 and 2 in the psychoacoustic experiments employed the speech sample obtained from

subject A.H., whereas conditions 3 and 4 in the psychoacoustic experiments employed the
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Figure 3.3: Example of the frequency characteristics of waveform fluctuation

speech sample obtained from subject H.S. The amplitude and period fluctuations derived

from the speech samples were incorporated into the stimuli utilized in conditions 2 and 4

in order to examine how these fluctuations influenced the evaluation. On the other hand,

conditions 1 and 3 did not utilize the amplitude and period fluctuations.

The filter order of the PARCOR synthesizer was set at 40 for the condition of a

44.1 kHz sampling rate. The filter order was determined by a visual inspection which

ascertained that the frequency characteristics of the PARCOR filter in this condition

appropriately represented four dominant formants below the cut-off frequency of the low

pass filter of 5 kHz. The coefficients of the PARCOR filter were not altered during

the synthesis. This condition was based on the assumption that the characteristics of

the vocal tract filter for normal sustained vowels do not substantially change during

phonation. Each stimulus consisted of 128 pitch periods. The duration of each stimulus

was approximately one second. A linearly increasing or decreasing gate function whose

duration was 10 msec was employed at the beginning and the end of each stimulus in

order to prevent undesirable clicking-like sounds.

Fourteen stimuli labeled from “a” to “n” were produced for each condition. Stimulus

“a” employed the waveform fluctuations originally obtained from the speech samples.

Although stimulus “a” was not the speech sample itself, its voice quality was considered
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Figure 3.4: Mean frequency characteristics of waveform fluctuations obtained from all
speech samples

to reflect the characteristics of the waveform fluctuations of the speech sample. Since

stimulus “a” was used as a reference stimulus in evaluating all stimuli, including stimulus

“a” itself, it was also labeled the reference stimulus. Comparisons between the reference

stimulus and stimulus “a” constituted the control for the experiment. Stimulus “b”

was produced without incorporating waveform fluctuations. The objective for using this

stimulus was to examine whether waveform fluctuation was an important factor for speech

perception. In addition, four stimulus groups were produced, each consisting of three

stimuli. The three stimuli of each stimulus group employed the waveform fluctuations

whose frequency characteristics were classified in the same category, while the waveform

fluctuations themselves were different from each other. This is because randomization

used for producing the waveform fluctuations was different. The four stimulus groups

were labeled as “β0”, “β1”, “β2”, and “β3”, according to the frequency characteristics of

the fluctuation sequences. Stimulus group β0, consisting of stimulus “c”, “d”, and “e”,

employed spectral 1/f 0 waveform fluctuations (white noises). Stimulus group β1, which

consisted of stimulus “f”, “g”, and “h”, employed spectral 1/f waveform fluctuations.

Stimulus group β2, which consisted of stimulus “i”, “j”, and “k”, employed spectral

1/f 2 waveform fluctuations. Stimulus group β3, consisting of stimulus “l”, “m”, and
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“n”, employed spectral 1/f3 waveform fluctuations. The mean power of the waveform

fluctuations was set at −25 dB to the source signals.
The value of the exponent β in the spectral 1/fβ noises for each stimulus group was

considered to be a rather preliminary choice. The integer values from zero to three were

employed, since there was no a priori knowledge about the relationship between speech

perception and the values of β. Using three stimuli in each stimulus group aimed to

examine whether or not the perceptual effects were categorized by the values of β.

The stimulus group β0 employed normal Gaussian white noises as its waveform fluc-

tuations. On the other hand, all of the waveform fluctuations employed for synthesizing

the stimulus group β1, β2, and β3 were artificial fractional Brownian motions generated

by the mid point displacement method [310, 311, 334]. The procedure for generating the

waveform fluctuation is illustrated in figure 3.5. In this figure, p[m],m = 0, 1, 2 denotes

pitch periods. The period length was chosen to be 512 points. In each pitch period, the

mid point displacement method recursively generated spectral 1/f2 waveform fluctua-

tions. The algorithm of the mid point displacement method is defined in equation 3.2. It

is a kind of a wavelet reconstruction process for which a triangular hat function is chosen

the scaling function [318, 319, 334, 428].

cj+1(2k) = cj(k)

cj+1(2k + 1) = (cj(k) + cj(k + 1))/2 + dj(k)

k = 0, 1, . . . , 2j, (3.2)

where

cj(k) is the scaling function coefficients at level j,

dj(k) is the wavelet coefficients at level j.

Gaussian white noise is simply chosen the wavelet coefficients dj(k) for generating frac-

tional Brownian motions by the mid point displacement method. It is necessary that the

mean and standard deviation of dj(k) should be zero and 2
−jHσ0, respectively, where σ0

represents the standard deviation of the wavelet coefficients at level 0. Since fractional

Brownian motion is required to meet both the conditions 0 < H < 1 and 2H = β − 1,
the Hurst exponent H must be 1/2 for generating random fractals characterized by

β = 2 [317, 334, 350].

Figure 3.6 (b) shows an example of the waveform fluctuation produced by the mid

point displacement method. Figure 3.6 (a) shows an example of the source signal in

which the waveform fluctuations shown in figure 3.6 (b) were incorporated. In this case,

the source signal was defined as the sum of ē(n) and g(n), where ē(n) is the average
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Figure 3.5: Procedure for generating waveform fluctuation using the mid point displace-
ment method

waveform through 128 pitch periods of the speech sample. The waveform fluctuations

were, therefore, represented as,

h[512m+ n] = g[512(m+ 1) + n]− g[512m+ n]
m = 0, 1, . . . , 126,

n = 0, 1, . . . , 511. (3.3)

It appeared that the mean frequency characteristic of the waveform fluctuation shown

in figure 3.6 (b) was almost subject to the spectral 1/f2 power law as illustrated in figure

3.7. Due to the adequate frequency characteristics, the degree of the complexity visually

inspected in the artificial waveform fluctuations was similar to that of the waveform

fluctuations obtained from the human speech samples.

3.3.2 Subjects

Twenty subjects consisting of twelve males and eight females participated in the ex-

periment. Their age ranged from 20 to 26 years. None of them were experienced in

psychoacoustic experiments. All reported having no hearing problems.

3.3.3 Procedures

All stimuli were synthesized using a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra 800).

The stimuli were passed through a digital-to-analog converter (Digidesign, audiomedia
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Figure 3.6: (a) Normalized source signal which contains waveform fluctuation generated
by the proposed method, and (b) its waveform fluctuation

II), followed by a low pass filter (8th order Bessel characteristic). The sampling rate and

quantization level were 44.1 kHz and 16 bits, respectively. The cut-off frequency of the

low pass filter was set to be 10 kHz. The stimuli were presented through a monitor speaker

(Denon, USC-101), which was attached to a pre-main amplifier (Sansui, AU-α 507XR).

The speaker was placed 1.5 meters in front of the subject in a soundproof anechoic room

(Rion, audiometry room). The SPL of the stimuli was set to be 65 dB upon presentation.

Each subject took part in all four conditions of the experiment individually. Each

condition consisted of fourteen paired-comparison trials to evaluate the similarity between

the preceding stimulus A and the succeeding stimulus B. The reference stimulus, namely

stimulus “a”, was always chosen stimulus A, while stimulus B was one of the fourteen

stimuli produced for each condition. The order of the presentation in regard to stimulus

B was randomized.

Stimulus A and B were presented to the subject twice in the form of an AB pair, as

illustrated in figure 3.8. There was a one-second silent interval between stimulus A and B

and a two-second silent interval between the first and second AB pair. For the judgment

period, a six-second interval was given to the subject after listening to the two AB pairs.

The subject was asked to judge whether or not the voice quality of stimulus B was

perceived as the same as that of stimulus A. They were forced to select one of the following

three choices, (1) “same”, (2) “undecided”, or (3) “different”. The three-point scale aimed
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Figure 3.7: Frequency characteristics of waveform fluctuation shown in Fig.6 (b)

to examine whether or not the subject could correctly distinguish the voice quality between

a stimulus of the artificially produced waveform fluctuation and one from the waveform

fluctuation obtained from the speech sample. For the above reason, the five or seven-point

scale, which is conventionally used to grade the differences in the voice quality, was not

employed [402, 403, 404]. In order to compare the experimental results, the three choices

were translated into the numerical measure named similarity. This measure was defined

as (1) 100 %, (2) 50 %, and (3) 0 % corresponding to the three choices.

3.3.4 Results of conditions 1 and 2

The results of conditions 1 and 2 are summarized in figure 3.9 (a) and (b), respectively.

The similarity of each stimulus is represented by an open circle which shows the average

of the results over all subjects. It appeared that the control stimulus “a” and the stimulus

group β2 tended to be evaluated as more similar to the reference stimulus than the other

stimuli throughout conditions 1 and 2. These results indicated that most of the subjects

found it difficult to distinguish the voice quality of the stimulus group β2 from that of the

reference stimulus, namely stimulus “a”. The effect of amplitude and period fluctuation

examined in condition 2 did not substantially influence this tendency.

As for the other stimuli, most of the subjects reported that hissing noises were clearly
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Figure 3.8: Procedure of paired-comparison test

perceived in the stimulus groups β0 and β1, while a buzzer-like quality was perceived

under stimulus “b” and the stimulus group β3. Such features were not, however, perceived

in the case of the reference stimulus. Therefore, these differences could be a subjective

clue to discriminate between the reference stimulus and these stimuli.

3.3.5 Results of conditions 3 and 4

The results of conditions 3 and 4 are summarized in figure 3.10 (a) and (b), respectively.

The similarity of each stimulus is represented by an open circle which shows the average

of the results over all subjects. It appeared that control stimulus “a” and the stimulus

group β2 tended to be evaluated as more similar to the reference stimulus than the other

stimuli throughout conditions 3 and 4. These results indicated that most of the subjects

found it difficult to distinguish the voice quality of the stimulus group β2 from that of

the reference stimulus, namely stimulus “a”. The effect of the amplitude and period

fluctuations examined in condition 4 did not substantially influence this tendency.

As for the other stimuli, most of the subjects reported that hissing noises were clearly

perceived in the stimulus group β0 and β1, while the buzzer-like quality sound was per-

ceived under stimulus “b” and for the stimulus group β3. Such features were not, however,

perceived in the case of the reference stimulus. Therefore, these differences could be a

subjective clue in the discrimination process between the reference stimulus and these

stimuli.

Since the similarity of stimulus “b” commonly tended to be judged as low throughout

all the conditions, it can be consequently concluded that the waveform fluctuations play

significant roles in the speech perception of sustained vowels as mentioned in the previ-
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Figure 3.9: Results of (a) condition 1, and (b) condition 2: One of the speech samples
obtained from subject A.H. was used for the stimuli. In condition 1, each stimulus con-
tained neither pitch period fluctuation nor amplitude fluctuation. In condition 2, these
fluctuations were incorporated into each stimulus.

ous literature [24, 69, 193, 194, 218]. The results of the other stimuli suggest that the

differences in the frequency characteristics of the waveform fluctuations can significantly

influence speech perception. High similarity between the stimulus group β2 and the ref-

erence stimulus can be attributable to the similarity in the frequency characteristics of

the fluctuation sequences between stimulus group β2 and the reference stimulus.

Since there were no large differences in similarity among all the stimuli of the stimulus

group β2, the randomization for producing the fluctuation sequences could have little

effect on speech perception. In addition, it seemed that the similarity of the stimulus group

β2 could not be significantly influenced by the amplitude and period fluctuations. The

similarity of the stimulus group β2 was consistently evaluated high throughout conditions

1 and 2 as well as during conditions 3 and 4.

3.4 Objective evaluation on the psychoacoustic experiments

An objective evaluation of the stimuli, all of which were employed in the psychoacoustic

experiments, was performed to judge the validity of the subjective evaluation. As earlier

studies indicate, the voice quality can be objectively classified by the index which measures

the ratio of the inharmonic spectra energy to the harmonic spectral energy [42, 43, 59, 60].
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Figure 3.10: Results of (a) condition 3, and (b) condition 4: One of the speech samples
obtained from subject H.S. was used for the stimuli. In experiment 3, each stimulus
contained neither pitch period fluctuation nor amplitude fluctuation. In experiment 4,
these fluctuations were incorporated into each stimulus.

Such an index becomes large in the case of purely periodic speech signals that may be

perceived as quite buzzer-like. On the other hand, the index becomes small in the case of

aperiodic speech signals that may be perceived as being a rough voice quality.

This study devised a new objective index named Inharmonic Energy Ratio (IHER) for

investigating the voice quality of the stimuli utilized in the psychoacoustic experiments.

As defined in equation 3.4, in which f denotes frequency and S(f) the power spectrum, the

proposed index measured the ratio of the energy obtained from inharmonic spectral regions

to that of the harmonic spectral region. The definition of IHER is also illustrated in figure

3.11, in which hj represents jth harmonic frequency, a = (hj−1+hj)/2, b = (hj+hj+1)/2,

c = (a + hj)/2, and d = (hj + b)/2. The inharmonic spectral regions were defined as

the bands which met the conditions a ≤ f < c or d ≤ f < b, while the other region

represented as c ≤ f < d was defined as a harmonic region. This definition came from

the fact that it was hard to accurately estimate the purely harmonic frequencies when

the speech signals contained a certain aperiodicity, such as the amplitude and period

fluctuation. In that situation, the separation of the harmonic spectral components was

quite difficult, especially in the high frequency region. Although IHER does not require the

estimation of harmonic frequencies, it was still difficult to separate the harmonic spectral
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Figure 3.11: Definition of Inharmonic Energy Ratio (IHER)

regions from the inharmonic spectral regions in the high frequency region. Therefore, this

study applied the proposed index to only the low frequency region under 10th harmonic

frequency. The power spectra utilized in the calculation of the index was estimated by

4096-point FFT.

IHER(j) = 10 log

Pf<d
f≥c S(f)Pf<c

f≥a S(f) +
Pf<b
f≥d S(f)

(3.4)

3.4.1 Results of conditions 1 and 2

The calculated indices for all the stimuli used in conditions 1 and 2 are summarized in

figure 3.12 (a) and (b), respectively. It appeared that the indices of both the control

stimulus “a” and the stimulus group β2 tended to be similar throughout conditions 1 and

2. On the other hand, the indices of stimulus “b” and the stimulus group β3 were larger

than that of the control stimulus “a”. As for the stimulus group β0 and β1, the indices

were smaller than that of the control stimulus “a”. Incorporating the amplitude and

period fluctuations examined in condition 2 did not substantially influence this tendency.

3.4.2 Results of conditions 3 and 4

The calculated indices for all the stimuli used in conditions 3 and 4 are summarized in

figure 3.13 (a) and (b), respectively. It appeared that the indices of both the control

stimulus “a” and the stimulus group β2 tended to be similar throughout conditions 1 and
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Figure 3.12: (a) IHERs of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 1. (b) IHERs
of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 2

2. On the other hand, the indices of stimulus “b” and the stimulus group β3 were larger

than that of the control stimulus “a”. As for the stimulus group β0 and β1, the indices

were smaller than that of the control stimulus “a”. Incorporating the amplitude and

period fluctuations examined in condition 4 did not substantially influence this tendency.

Since the indices ranged at similar values for stimulus group β2 and the control stimu-

lus “a”, it would appear that these stimuli were categorized in the same group in terms of

their spectral characteristics. Since the indices of stimulus “b” and the stimulus group β3

were larger than that of the control stimulus “a” throughout all the conditions, the har-

monic spectral components for these stimuli were considered to be more dominant in their

spectral structures. On the other hand, results suggested that the inharmonic spectral

components were dominant for the stimulus groups β0 and β1. It can be concluded that

the subjective evaluation obtained in the psychoacoustic experiments may have reflected

the differences in these spectral structures of the stimuli.

3.5 Discussion

The results of the psychoacoustic experiments indicate that the stimuli, which incorpo-

rated 1/f2 waveform fluctuations generated by the mid point displacement method, were

evaluated as having almost the same voice quality as the reference stimulus. On the other

hand, the other stimulus groups as well as stimulus “b” did not show such a tendency.
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Figure 3.13: (a) IHERs of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 3. (b) IHERs
of the stimuli used in the psychoacoustic experiment 4

This study therefore reached the conclusion that the waveform fluctuations, which was

appropriately incorporated into synthesized sustained vowels, would significantly enhance

the voice quality of synthesized speech. The frequency characteristics of the waveform

fluctuations are considered to be a key factor in the speech perception.

Earlier studies also investigated the characteristics of the waveform fluctuations in

terms of the mechanism of speech production [193, 194, 218]. It is reported that the

naturalness of synthesized speech was enhanced when the frequency characteristics of

the waveform fluctuations were modeled as being subject to spectral −6 dB/oct (1/f2)
decay [64, 65, 66, 83, 84, 193, 194, 218]. Since the present study particularly analyzed

the spatial frequency of normalized waveform fluctuations, its results can not be directly

compared with those of the earlier studies even though both the studies resulted sim-

ilar conclusions with regard to the frequency characteristics of waveform fluctuations.

However, it can at least be concluded that the present study as well as the earlier stud-

ies indicates that the frequency characteristics of the waveform fluctuations should be

adequately designed for enhancing the voice quality of synthesized sustained vowels

As illustrated in the results of conditions 2 and 4 in the psychoacoustic experiments,

this study also reached the conclusion that waveform fluctuations would be a contributing

factor in the enhancement of the voice quality of synthesized speech even though there

were no amplitude or period fluctuations. This conclusion supports the findings of several
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earlier studies which reported that waveform fluctuation was a dominant factor which

significantly influenced the naturalness of stimuli even though period fluctuations were

not incorporated [24, 69, 162, 163].

3.6 Conclusions

This study investigated how modeling the waveform fluctuations in terms of their fre-

quency characteristics was effective for enhancing the naturalness of synthesized sustained

vowels. The psychoacoustic experiments investigated how the differences in the frequency

characteristics of the waveform fluctuations influenced the voice quality of synthesized

speech. Based on the statistical characteristics of waveform fluctuations, this study devel-

oped a practical technique for generating waveform fluctuations. The proposed technique

may be an important component that can be used for the development of LPC-vocoder-

based high quality speech synthesis systems.
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Chapter 4

Analysis and perception of the
random fractalness in the source
signals of LPC vocoder

4.1 Introduction

Random fractal modeling of natural objects is known as a powerful method to artificially

mimicking their naturalness. An example is found in mountainous random fractal terrain

generated by a computer graphics technology [350, 310]. As inferred from this typical

example, since the random fractal feature of natural objects is considered to be a key

factor in their naturalness, measuring their random fractalness can potentially be a useful

viewpoint in objectively investigating their naturalness, which is often discussed with only

a certain subjective method [367, 309].

The authors have investigated several types of fluctuations observed in sustained vow-

els phonated by normal speakers in terms of their random fractalness [1, 3]. Until now,

period fluctuation, amplitude fluctuation, and waveform fluctuation have been the focuses.

The analyses performed in our study indicate that random fractalness is a property that

is inherently observed in the above three fluctuations. From a series of psychoacous-

tic experiments, the study has also reached a conclusion that the incorporation of the

fluctuations, which are modeled as being random fractals, is effective for enhancing the

naturalness of sustained vowels synthesized by a source-filter speech production model,

such as an LPC (linear predictive coding) vocoder [116, 110]. It can be indicated that the

random fractalness is potentially a key factor in the naturalness of human speech.

Besides the inclusion of these fluctuations, several earlier studies have indicated that

the waveforms themselves of source signals utilized in an LPC vocoder must be appropri-

ately modeled for enhancing the voice quality of synthesized vowels [201, 256, 208, 193,

207, 206]. In order to increase the efficiency of the process of speech synthesis, the con-
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ventional LPC vocoder often employs oversimplified source signals for synthesizing vowel

speech. For this purpose, an impulse train is most commonly used [116, 110]. The degra-

dation of the voice quality, which is perceived as buzzer-like or machine-like unnatural

voice quality, is considered to be caused mainly by such an oversimplification of the source

signal [250, 249, 206, 217]. In order to obtain the know-how for designing more realistic

source signals for developing LPC-vocoder-based high quality speech synthesis systems,

this study statistically investigated the differences between the impulse train source and

the source signals obtained from human speech, in terms of the random fractal feature of

the source signals.

Theoretically, the source signals of an LPC vocoder are defined as being character-

ized by the spectral −6 dB/oct decay in the frequency domain when both −12 dB/oct
glottal vibration characteristics and +6 dB/oct mouth radiation characteristics are si-

multaneously taken into consideration [116, 110]. From the viewpoint of random fractal

theory, since the spectral −6 dB/oct decay is equivalent to the spectral 1/f 2 charac-
teristics, the source signals of an LPC vocoder are potentially classified as Brownian

motions [350, 367, 330]. This study particularly investigated such random fractalness

of the source signals with regard to their time domain characteristics by using a multi-

resolution analysis method based on Schauder expansion [334, 462]. In addition, using

the statistical characteristics of the source signals obtained by the Schauder analysis, this

study newly developed a technique for enhancing the degraded voice quality of the syn-

thesized speech produced by an LPC vocoder using a conventional impulse train. The

psychoacoustic experiments were performed in order to examine the effectiveness of the

proposed technique.

4.2 Speech analysis

This section describes the method that was employed for extracting the source signals of

an LPC vocoder. Some statistical characteristics of the source signals were investigated

by a multi-resolution analysis method based on Schauder expansion.

4.2.1 Speech samples

Ten male subjects between 22 and 26 years of age who did not suffer from any laryngeal

disorders were selected in order to collect normal sustained vowels. Each subject was

requested to phonate the sustained vowel /a/ as steadily as possible in a soundproof

anechoic room (Rion, audiometry room) toward an electret condenser microphone (Audio-

technica, AT822) at a distance of about 15 cm from the mouth. The sustained vowels were
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directly recorded onto a hard disk of a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra 800)

by way of a microphone mixer (Mackie, microseries 1202-VLZ), a low pass filter (8th order

Bessel characteristic), and an analog-to-digital converter (Digidesign, audiomedia II). The

sampling rate and quantization level were set at 44.1 kHz and 16 bits, respectively. The

cut-off frequency of the low pass filter was set to be 5 kHz. The subjects phonated the

sustained vowels at the pitch and loudness that were comfortable. The duration of the

phonation was requested to be approximately ten seconds. All records contained a steady

portion of at least 128 pitch periods lasting over approximately four seconds, in which

the mean pitch period was found to range from 7.6 ms to 9.1 ms. The calculated mean

pitch period of all speech samples was 8.3 ms. The sound pressure level (SPL) was also

measured by a precision noise meter using the C weighting condition (Brüel & Kjær, type

2209), which was placed about 15 cm from the mouth. Measured SPL ranged from 80

dB to 86 dB for all subjects. The gain of the microphone mixer was adjusted for each

subject for an optimal recording level. Twenty speech samples were taken per subject.

Two hundred speech samples in total (20 utterances × 10 subjects) were obtained.

4.2.2 Extraction of the source signals of the speech samples

Residual signals of the speech samples were obtained by an LPC inverse filtering tech-

nique [116, 110]. A Hamming window was adopted in the calculation. The window length

was set to be the same as the duration of the 128-pitch-period steady portion of each

speech sample. The order of the filter was set at 40 for the condition of a 44.1 kHz sam-

pling rate. The filter order was determined by a visual inspection which ascertained that

the frequency characteristics of the filter in this condition appropriately represented four

dominant formants below the cut-off frequency of the low pass filter of 5 kHz. The coef-

ficients of the LPC inverse filter were not altered during the calculation. This condition

was based on the assumption that the characteristics of the vocal tract filter for normal

sustained vowels do not substantially change during the phonation.

Theoretically, the source signals of an LPC vocoder are defined as being characterized

by the spectral −6 dB/oct decay in the frequency domain [116, 110]. This study, therefore,
extracted the source signals of the speech samples by filtering the resulting residual signals,

for which the spectral envelope was approximately flat, with a −6 dB/oct low-pass filter
represented as,

H(z) =
1

1− 0.98z−1 . (4.1)

Figure 4.1 shows examples of: (a) a speech sample and (b) its source signal obtained by

the above described procedure.
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Figure 4.1: Example of (a) a speech sample, (b) its source signal, and (c) impulse train
source

As mentioned in the previous section, it is preferred for the conventional LPC vocoder

to employ oversimplified source signals instead of the actual ones for the convenience of

efficiently performing the process of speech synthesis [116, 110]. Figure 4.1 (c) shows an

example of such an oversimplified source signal that was made from an impulse train. In

order to meet the conditions of the spectral−6 dB/oct characteristics for the source signals
of the LPC vocoder, the impulse train, for which the spectral envelope is characterized as

flat, was processed with the low-pass-filter defined in equation 4.1. The resultant signal

was labeled the impulse train source in this study.

4.2.3 Schauder analysis of the source signals

Random processes, for which the spectral characteristics are represented as 1/fβ types,

can be classified as random fractal under the condition of 1 < β < 3 [350, 330]. Since spec-

tral −3β dB/oct decay is equivalent to a spectral 1/fβ characteristic, the source signals
characterized by the spectral −6 dB/oct decay can be potentially classified as spectral
1/f 2 random fractals. The signals that meet this condition are called Brownian motion,

which is known as a typical random fractal [350, 330]. This study particularly investigated
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Figure 4.2: (a) Hat functions: φ(x) and (b) ψ(x).

such random fractalness of the source signals in terms of their time domain characteristics

by using a multi-resolution analysis method based on Schauder expansion [462]. This is

because time domain analysis is also required for validating the random fractalness of a

signal even if its frequency characteristics meet the condition of random fractals [329].

The Schauder analysis is a method to investigate the time domain characteristics of ran-

dom fractals. It is known that the reconstruction procedure of the Schauder expansion

is a well-known algorithm called mid point displacement method for generating artificial

random fractals [428, 334].

The major feature of the time domain characteristics of random fractals is statis-

tical self-similarity [334, 309, 310]. Schauder analysis can quantitatively examine the

self-similarity of random fractals by comparing the standard deviations of the Schauder

coefficients between two adjacent resolution levels. Random fractals are particularly char-

acterized by having a constant scaling factor with regard to the standard deviations. In

other words, the statistical size of the Schauder coefficients constantly varies when the

resolution level changes; the larger the resolution level, the smaller the Schauder coef-

ficients, and vice versa. It is known that the scaling factor is determined according to

the value of the exponent β [428, 334]. Taking advantage of this property, the mid point

displacement method generates random fractals.

Schauder expansion can be defined by its recursive form represented as in equation
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4.2, in which j denotes the resolution level for representing the signal f(x).

fj(x) = fj−1(x) + gj−1(x). (4.2)

fj(x) and gj(x) are represented as,

fj(x) =
X
k

cj(k)φ(2
jx− k),

gj(x) =
X
k

dj(k)ψ(2
jx− k), (4.3)

where

cj(k) is the coefficients of the scaling function φ(x) at level j,

dj(k) is Schauder coefficients at level j.

The scaling function φ(x) is a hat function defined as,

φ(x) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1 + x ,−1 ≤ x < 0
1− x , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
0 , otherwise.

(4.4)

The following relationship exists between φ(x) and ψ(x) where k denotes an integer value.

φ(x) =
X
k

p(k)φ(2x− k)

ψ(x) =
X
k

q(k)φ(2x− k) (4.5)

where p(−1) = 1/2, p(0) = 1, p(1) = 1/2, q(1) = 1, and the other all p(k) and q(k) are
required to be zero [428]. Figure 4.2 shows the waveforms of φ(x) and ψ(x).

The algorithms of the Schauder decomposition and reconstruction are defined in equa-

tion 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. Figure 4.3 illustrates these algorithms.

cj−1(k) = cj(2k),

dj−1(k) = cj(2k + 1)

− (cj(2k) + cj(2k + 2))/2. (4.6)

cj(2k) = cj−1(k),

cj(2k + 1) = dj−1(k)

+ (cj−1(k) + cj−1(k + 1))/2. (4.7)

As mentioned earlier, the mid point displacement method is equivalent to the re-

construction algorithm defined in equation 4.7. Random fractals can be generated by

the algorithm under the condition in which the standard deviation of dj(k), denoted
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Figure 4.3: Schauder expansion: (a) decomposition algorithm and (b) reconstruction
algorithm

as σj, is subject to the following relationship with the conditions of 0 < H < 1 and

2H = β − 1 [334].
σj = 2

−Hσj−1. (4.8)

Schauder decompositions of the source signals shown in figure 4.1 (b) and (c) were cal-

culated. The resulting Schauder coefficients are shown in figure 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.

The highest resolution level was 9 due to 512-point Schauder decompositions. Thus,

the highest Schauder level was determined to be 8. In figure 4.4 and 4.5, the Schauder

coefficients of resolution level j are represented in the location of 2j ≤ x < 2j+1.
As shown in figure 4.4, the Schauder coefficients of the source signal obtained from

the speech samples were found to be tend to decrease in the size when the resolution level

became larger. On the other hand, as shown in figure 4.5, large coefficients still existed

even at large resolution levels in the case of the impulse train source .

Some statistical characteristics of the Schauder coefficients were analyzed. Figure

4.6 shows the maximum absolute value of the Schauder coefficients calculated at each

resolution level. There were substantial differences at large resolution levels between the

source signals obtained from the speech samples and the impulse train source due to the

large Schauder coefficients observed in the impulse train source. From this result, it can be

indicated that the discontinuities of the waveforms are large particularly for the impulse

train source.

Figure 4.7 shows the standard deviation of the Schauder coefficients calculated at each

resolution level, where the extremely large coefficients (5 % of the distributions) were
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Figure 4.4: Example of Schauder decomposition: (a) source signal obtained from a speech
sample and (b) its Schauder decomposition

removed from the calculation in order to reduce the influence of such large coefficients

on the estimation of the standard deviation. The value of the exponent β in each level,

which was related to the scaling factor 2−H under the condition of 2H = β − 1, was also
obtained using equation 4.9 deduced from equation 4.8.

βj = 1− 2 log2(σj/σj−1) (4.9)

As indicated in figure 4.8, the source signals obtained from the speech samples were

found to be potentially classified as Brownian motion at large resolution levels, since the

values of the exponent βj ranged around two. However, this tendency was not observed at

small resolution levels. Unlike actual Brownian motion, there was a certain limitation in

the range of the Schauder coefficients at the small resolution levels for the source signals

due to their periodicity. This property of the source signals resulted in rather small values

of the exponent β at small resolution levels.

As regards the impulse train source, it did not meet the time domain condition of

Brownian motion even at large resolution levels, in spite that its frequency characteristic

is subject to the condition of Brownian motion, namely the spectral 1/f2 decay. As shown

in figure 4.8, the value of the exponent β calculated from the impulse train source varied

in an unstable manner and had a range up to approximately eight. Consequently, the

Schauder analysis performed in this study reached a conclusion that the source signals
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Figure 4.5: Example of Schauder decomposition: (a) impulse train source and (b) its
Schauder decomposition

obtained from human vowel speech can potentially be modeled as Brownian motion at

large resolution levels, whereas the impulse train source can not be classified as Brownian

motion in terms of its time domain characteristics.

4.3 Psychoacoustic experiments

In order to investigate the influence of the differences in the above-described time do-

main characteristics of the source signals on speech perception, a series of psychoacoustic

experiments were carried out. The purpose of the experiments was to investigate how

the differences in the time domain characteristics caused the subjective differences in the

voice quality of synthesized speech.

4.3.1 Modification technique for impulse train source

Some of the stimuli employed in the psychoacoustic experiments were synthesized with

a technique that was newly developed for the modification of the impulse train source.

Based on the statistical characteristics of the maximum values of the Schauder coefficients

described in the previous section, the extremely large Schauder coefficients found in the

impulse train source at high resolution levels were appropriately clipped in order to reduce

the large discontinuities of the waveform. Since this process was basically the same

as low pass filtering, it had an undesirable side-effect of decreasing the high frequency
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Figure 4.6: Maximum absolute value of the Schauder coefficients at each level: (a) source
signals of speech samples, (b) impulse train source

power of the impulse train source, which must be subject to the −6 dB/oct decay (a
spectral 1/f2 characteristic). Figure 4.9 shows an impulse train source after clipping the

large Schauder coefficients and its frequency characteristic calculated by a 512-point fast

Fourier transform (FFT) with a Hamming window. In order to eliminate this shortcoming,

the proposed technique employed a method called random fractal interpolation [320].

Specifically, this technique incorporated Brownian motion, which was artificially generated

by the mid point displacement method, into the impulse train source at high resolution

levels for improving the frequency characteristics. Figure 4.10 (a) shows an example of

impulse train source processed by the random fractal interpolation. As shown in figure

4.10 (b), the random fractal interpolation could almost restore the −6 dB/oct decay (a
spectral 1/f2 characteristic) required for the source signals of an LPC vocoder.

Figure 4.11 shows how the discontinuities of the impulse train source varies depending

on the process of the proposed technique. Each of the three figures represents the first-

order differential of a pitch period of the impulse train source. These were calculated from

figure 4.5 (a), figure 4.9 (a), and figure 4.10 (a), respectively. The comparison between

figure 4.11 (a) and figure 4.11 (b) indicates that the discontinuities of the impulse train

source was remarkably softened by the clipping procedure of the proposed technique.

Furthermore, figure 4.11 (c) shows that the high frequency components are artificially

incorporated by the random fractal interpolation.
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Figure 4.7: Standard deviation of the Schauder coefficients at each level: (a) source signals
of speech samples, (b) impulse train source

4.3.2 Stimuli

The psychoacoustic experiments consisted of three different conditions. Five stimuli la-

beled from “a” to “e” were produced for each condition. They were independently char-

acterized by the different types of source signals. Stimulus “a” utilized the original source

signal obtained from a speech sample. Stimulus “b” utilized the conventional impulse

train source. Stimulus “c” utilized the impulse train source modified only by the clip-

ping procedure of the proposed technique. Stimuli “d” and “e” utilized the impulse train

source modified by the full use of the proposed technique, including the random frac-

tal interpolation. Two stimuli “d” and “e” were generated in order to investigate how

the difference in the randomization for the random fractal interpolation influenced the

experimental results.

Stimuli used in condition 1 were sustained vowels /a/ produced by a partial auto-

correlation (PARCOR) synthesizer [116, 110]. One of the speech samples utilized in the

Schauder analysis was selected as a speech sample, from which the essential parameters

for the speech synthesis were taken. The filter order of the PARCOR synthesizer was set

at 40 for the condition of a 44.1 kHz sampling rate. The filter order was determined by

a visual inspection which ascertained that the frequency characteristics of the PARCOR

filter in this condition appropriately represented four dominant formants below the cut-
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Figure 4.8: βj estimated from the changes of standard deviations between contiguous two
levels: (a) source signals of speech samples, (b) impulse train source

off frequency of the low pass filter of 5 kHz. The coefficients of the PARCOR filter were

not altered during the synthesis. This condition was based on the assumption that the

characteristics of the vocal tract filter for normal sustained vowels do not substantially

change during the phonation. Any types of fluctuations that are found in the maximum

amplitude, period length, and waveform itself were not incorporated into the stimuli [1, 3],

since these fluctuations can potentially influence the evaluation with regard to the nat-

uralness of the synthesized sustained vowels. For each of the stimuli, the waveform of a

pitch period was cyclically concatenated to form the 128-pitch-period source signal, which

was equivalent to approximately one second. The period length was set at 366 points for

all the stimuli. Stimulus “a” particularly used the waveform of a pitch period taken from

the actual source signal. It is known that this stimulus possesses the human-like natural

voice quality [253].

Stimuli used in condition 2 consisted of a continuous male speech: “The US one

hundred dollar bill was recently replaced with a new version.” Stimuli used in condition

3 consisted of a continuous female speech: “I know a lot of students are planning to

travel to the States this summer.” These two sentences were speech samples recorded

by a male and a female native English speaker [142]. The duration of each sentence

was approximately 4 seconds. A PARCOR synthesizer was utilized for producing all the

stimuli of each condition except for stimuli “a”, for which the original speech samples
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Figure 4.9: (a) Impulse train source after clipping the large Schauder coefficients and (b)
its frequency characteristic calculated by a 512-point FFT

themselves were simply employed. The sampling rate and quantization level of these

sentences were chosen to be 11.025 kHz and 16 bits, respectively. The speech samples,

which were originally recorded on an audio CD (compact disk) at a 44.1 kHz sampling

rate, were downsampled by an editing program (Macromedia, Sound Edit 16). For the

analysis and synthesis procedure of the PARCOR synthesizer, the frame length was set at

23.2 ms (256 sampling points) and the overlap between two adjacent frames was set at 5.8

ms (64 sampling points). The filter order of the PARCOR synthesizer was set at fourteen

for the condition of an 11.025 kHz sampling rate. In the analysis stage of the PARCOR

synthesis procedure, the autocorrelation function was calculated in each frame for the

determination of a voiced/unvoiced decision. For voiced parts, the waveform of a pitch

period, for which the period length was set to be 256 sampling points, was concatenated

to form source signals with the technique of a zero-padding or a truncation according to

the actual period length of each frame. With regard to the source signals of unvoiced

parts, Brownian motion was adopted, which was made from Gaussian white noise with

the −6 dB/oct low-pass-filter defined in equation 4.1.

4.3.3 Subjects

Ten male subjects participated in the experiment. Their age ranged from 23 to 26 years.

None of them were experienced in psychoacoustic experiments. All reported having no
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Figure 4.10: (a) Impulse train source after the random fractal interpolation and (b) its
frequency characteristic calculated by a 512-point FFT

hearing problems.

4.3.4 Procedures

All stimuli were generated by a personal computer (Apple, PowerBook 5300c). The

stimuli were presented through a monitor headphone (Sony, MDR-CD370). The SPL of

the stimuli was set at a comfortable level for each subject upon presentation.

Each subject took part in the experiment individually, under all three conditions.

Each condition consisted of twenty paired-comparison trials to evaluate the naturalness

between the preceding stimulus A and the succeeding stimulus B. All combinations were

investigated, including the reverse order of the five stimuli produced for each condition.

The order of the presentation of the in-total twenty combinations was randomized. The

subject was asked to answer which stimulus in each paired-comparison trial was perceived

as having a more human-like natural voice quality. They were forced to make a judgment

by selecting either stimulus A or B.

Stimulus A and B were presented to the subject twice in the form of an AB pair as

illustrated in figure 4.12. There was a one-second silent interval between stimulus A and

B, and a two-second silent interval between the first and second AB pair. For the case

of condition 1, the listening phase lasted approximately eight seconds, due to using the

one-second stimuli, while approximately twenty seconds for condition 2 and 3 due to the
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Figure 4.11: First-order differential of the impulse train: (a) original waveform shown in
Fig. 5 (a), (b) a modified waveform by the clipping procedure shown in Fig. 9 (a), and
(c) a modified waveform by the full use of the proposed technique shown in Fig. 10 (a)

four-second stimuli. In order to make a judgment, a six-second interval was given to the

subject after listening to the two AB pairs.

4.3.5 Results of the experiments

Thurstone’s case V was applied to the experimental results to convert them into a one-

dimensional evaluation scale [395]. Figure 4.3 shows the preference orders of the stimuli

with regard to their naturalness. It was found that stimulus “a” was evaluated the most

natural stimulus. As indicated from the experimental results, the clipping procedure of the

proposed technique appeared to contribute to the enhancement of the voice quality, since

stimulus “c” was evaluated higher than stimulus “b” that employed the normal impulse

train source. In spite of the fact that the voice quality of stimulus “b” was more bassy

due to the clipping procedure, most of the subjects reported that stimulus “c” sounded

more natural than stimulus “b”, since the buzzer-like quality perceived in stimulus “b”

was not exhibited in stimulus “c”. This could be a subjective clue in the discrimination

between stimuli “b” and “c”.
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Figure 4.12: Procedure of paired-comparison test

As regards stimuli “d” and “e”, the evaluation was much higher than that of stimulus

“c”. Similar to the case of stimulus “c”, most of the subjects reported that the buzzer

quality was not perceived in stimuli “d” and “e”. In addition, the voice quality of these

stimuli was much clearer than that of stimulus “c”, since the high frequency characteristics

were improved by the random fractal interpolation. This could be a subjective clue in

discriminating these stimuli from stimulus “c”. Since there were no large differences

between stimuli “d” and “e”, the randomization for the random fractal interpolation

could have little effect on speech perception.

As indicated from the above experimental results, it can be concluded that the full

implementation of the developed technique potentially contributes to the improvement

of the normal impulse train source. Since a similar tendency was obtained through the

three conditions despite the use of different types of stimuli, it may be concluded that the

proposed technique can be effectively applied to various kinds of speech.

4.4 Discussion

Discontinuities in the source signals is considered to be a factor in significantly influencing

the voice quality of synthesized speech. This finding of this study is also pointed out

from several earlier studies which have attempted to develop advanced parametric models

of glottal vibration waveforms [201, 256, 208, 193, 207, 206]. These models basically

reflected the temporal characteristics of the glottal vibration, which consists largely of

a gradual opening and a sudden closing. Since the abruptness of the closing phase is

mainly responsible for causing the buzzer-like quality [250, 249, 206, 217], developing the
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Figure 4.13: Results of psychoacoustic experiments: (a) experiment 1 (sustained vowel),
(b) experiment 2 (continuous male speech), and (c) experiment 3 (continuous female
speech)

models of the glottal vibration waveform which can adequately control the degree of the

discontinuity in the closing phase is found to be effective for enhancing the voice quality

of synthesized vowels [201, 256]. The present study also reached the same conclusion

obtained from the above studies; namely that the voice quality of synthesized vowel speech

can be enhanced by removing the large discontinuities of the conventional impulse train

source. In addition to this improvement of the time domain characteristics of the impulse

train source, this study also succeeded to devise a practical technique to compensate the

high frequency characteristics of the modified impulse train source, which were decreased

by removing the large discontinuity of the normal impulse train source. The random

fractal interpolation was indicated to be a convenient method that could improve the

high frequency characteristics simply by restoring the random fractalness, which was

inherently observed in the source signals obtained from the speech samples.

Although the proposed technique successfully improved the conventional impulse train,

the voice quality was still not equal to that of the actual speech samples, as indicated

particularly in conditions 2 and 3. It appears that the factors investigated in this study are

not sufficient enough to produce true human-like natural voice quality. Other significant

factors, such as the fluctuations observed in human speech [1, 3], the influence of the

differences in glottal vibration waveforms [253, 207], and nonlinear interaction between a
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source signal and a vocal tract filter [230], seem necessary to be taken into consideration

in order to further enhance the voice quality of synthesized speech.

4.5 Conclusions

This study statistically investigated the random fractalness observed in the source signals

of an LPC vocoder by means of the Schauder analysis. The results showed that a cer-

tain random fractalness was particularly observed in the source signals obtained from the

speech samples, while the impulse train source did not show such a feature. As inferred

from the other cases in which random fractalness is considered to be a property of nat-

uralness [350, 367, 309, 310], it might be considered that the finding of this study shows

that the naturalness of human speech can objectively discussed in terms of its random

fractalness.

Moreover, for enhancing the naturalness of synthesized vowels, an advanced technique

for improving the conventional impulse train source of an LPC vocoder was developed in

this study, which was based on the results of the Schauder analysis. The psychoacoustic

experiments indicated that the large discontinuities of the source signals, a characteristic

particularly observed in the impulse train source, could be a factor in degrading the voice

quality of synthesized vowel speech. This study showed that undesirable buzzer-like qual-

ity by the impulse train source was eliminated by clipping the large Schauder coefficients

from the impulse train source. Furthermore, the random fractal interpolation, which was

developed by taking advantage of the random fractalness of the source signals, was found

to be a useful technique for restoring the high frequency characteristics that were de-

creased by the clipping procedure. The proposed technique may be used as a practical

method for improving the conventional impulse train source for realizing more natural

voice quality through the use of LPC-vocoder-based speech synthesizers. Prospective ap-

plications should include a low bit-rate speech coder and a text-to-speech system based

on a rule-based speech synthesis using an LPC vocoder [6, 8].
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Chapter 5

Development of two speech synthesis
applications

5.1 Introduction

This chapter describes two speech synthesis applications that were implemented in order

to exemplify the effectiveness of the several techniques developed in this project. One is

a real-time vocoder system made on an evaluation module of a digital signal processor

(DSP) (Texas Instruments, TMS320C62EVM) [299]. The other is a Japanese rule-based

speech synthesis system implemented on a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra

840AV). Both applications employed the modified LPC (linear predictive coding) vocoder

as their speech synthesizer that fully implemented the features investigated in this project.

In addition, the unvoiced characteristics observed in voiced consonants are also inves-

tigated in this chapter. Since voiced consonants are a mixture of both a periodic and

an aperiodic component attributed to unvoiced characteristics, waveforms of unvoiced

consonants — which seem basically periodic due to the voiced feature — are influenced

in detail by the unvoiced feature that disturbs the periodicity of voiced speech. Based

on this characteristics of voice consonants, this chapter describes an advanced technique

developed for enhancing the naturalness of synthesized voiced consonants. The technique

was adopted as a method of enhancing the voice quality of voiced consonants in the two

speech synthesis applications.

5.2 Implementation of MELP vocoder using lifting wavelet

transform

This section describes an implementation of a MELP (mixed excitation linear prediction)

vocoder [162, 163, 165, 166]. Unlike the conventional MELP vocoder, subband divi-

sion necessary for implementing the MELP vocoder was performed particularly by lifting
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wavelet transforms for gaining the computational efficiency that was, in turn, necessary

for implementing real-time vocoder systems [423, 428, 451]. A new method for generating

an appropriate glottal waveform was devised. In addition, three kinds of fluctuations ob-

served in the steady parts of purely voiced speech were incorporated in order to enhance

the naturalness of synthesized speech.

5.2.1 Introduction

A MELP vocoder is an advantageous speech codec when the data rate is limited [155, 157,

159, 162, 163, 164, 167]. The voice quality of a MELP vocoder is potentially comparable

to a 4.8 kbps CELP (code excitation linear prediction) vocoder [145, 171, 172, 173], even

if it runs at a 2.4 kbps data rate [162]. The main concept of a MELP vocoder is to perform

a voiced/unvoiced decision in each subband and to generate excitation signals based on

that decision. Mixing periodic and aperiodic components in excitation signals contributes

to the enhancement of the naturalness of synthesized speech.

This study implemented a real-time vocoder system that applied the above feature

of a MELP vocoder. Wavelet transform was employed to perform the subband division

during the implementation [430, 431, 432, 449, 450]. Since computational efficiency was

required for real-time implementation, a lifting scheme [423, 428, 451] was employed as

a fast algorithm to perform wavelet transforms in order to reduce the computational

redundancy.

One of the factors which significantly influences voice quality is the characteristics of

glottal waveforms [193, 194, 195, 199, 200, 201, 206, 207, 208, 210, 217]. A new method to

modify a triangular pulse was devised that is often used as a model of glottal waveforms. In

order to improve the frequency characteristics of triangular pulses, which tend to degrade

in the high frequency region, the proposed method reproduces the random fractalness

that is observed in source signals obtained by LPC inverse filtering [5].

In an acoustically clean environment, a MELP vocoder may potentially work as a nor-

mal LPC vocoder, since every subband is likely to judge voiced speech as “voiced” due to

the high signal-to-noise ratio. In such cases, synthesized speech tends to elicit a buzzer-like

unnatural voice quality. In order to mitigate this degradation, three kinds of fluctuations

which are always observed in the steady parts of voiced speech were incorporated into the

developed MELP vocoder [1, 2, 3, 4].
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Figure 5.1: Wavelet transform: (a) classical implementation, (b) lifting scheme

5.2.2 Lifting wavelet transform

A lifting scheme is a fast algorithm of wavelet transforms [423, 428, 451]. It avoids

classical wavelet transform procedure that is based on conventional low-pass and high-

pass filtering by convolution. As shown in figure 5.1, the lifting scheme consists of: (1)

splitting an original discrete sequence into an even and odd sequence, (2) subtracting the

prediction estimated by the even sequence from the odd sequence, and (3) updating the

even sequence in order to avoid alias effects [423, 428, 451]. These procedures consequently

render the even sequence the scaling function coefficients and the odd sequence the wavelet

coefficients. In this way, a lifting scheme can reduce the computational redundancy which

is inevitable for classical implementation of the wavelet transform. In addition, in-place

calculation can be performed to save extra memory which is required to store the results

of the convolution of the classical implementation.

The scaling function and wavelet used in the subband division in the pilot case is

shown in figure 5.2. The prediction utilizes four adjacent even samples whose weights are

defined −1/16, 9/16, 9/16, and −1/16, respectively. This condition is equivalent to a low-
pass filter for which the coefficients are set to be 1/64, 0, −1/8, 1/4, 46/64, 1/4, −1/8,
0, 1/64. This is referred to in the literature as cubic interpolating wavelet transforms

[428]. The lifting wavelet transform in this condition only requires 9 floating operations

(6 additions and 3 multiplications) for calculating a coefficient of scaling function and a
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Figure 5.2: Cubic interpolating wavelet transform: (a) scaling function, (b) wavelet

wavelet coefficient, while classical implementation actually requires 16 (10 additions and

6 multiplications).

Figure 5.3 shows the frequency characteristics of five subbands divided by the lifting

wavelet transform. Since the prediction employs only four even samples, each subband is

not well separated in the frequency domain. This problem will be alleviated by increasing

the number of samples employed in the prediction. However, this leads to an increase in

the computation by a factor of two [428]. In this pilot case, computational efficiency took

priority over the precise subband division for the sake of real-time implementation.

Figure 5.4 shows examples of reconstructed residual signals in each subband.

Voiced/unvoiced decisions were made in each subband by evaluating the magnitude

of normalized autocorrelation functions of the wavelet coefficients (level W1 to W4)

or the scaling function coefficients (level V4) at the lag of the estimated pitch pe-

riod [120, 121, 162, 163]. Since the number of the samples that were employed in calculat-

ing autocorrelation functions could be small, especially at low levels (e.g. 16 in the case

of W4 and V4 when the analysis frame consists of 256 points), this also contributed to in-

creasing the computational efficiency by a factor of two. In order to improve the decision

making process, normalized autocorrelation functions were also evaluated after rectifying

and smoothing the coefficients [162, 163]. The smoothing was performed by a −6 dB/oct
low-pass filter implemented as a first-order auto-regressive (AR) digital filter. The pitch

period was estimated by investigating the periodicity of the autocorrelation function of
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Figure 5.3: Frequency characteristics of five subbands: W1 (highest subband), W2, W3,
W4, and V4 (lowest subband)

residual signals smoothed by the same −6 dB/oct low-pass filter [110, 111, 116, 120, 121].

5.2.3 Modification of triangular pulse by random fractal interpolation

In this implementation, excitation signals of the MELP vocoder were defined as spectral

−6 dB/oct low-pass characteristics in the frequency domain, which included −12 dB/oct
glottal and +6 dB/oct radiation characteristics from the mouth [110, 111, 116, 120, 121,

198].

As implied in the literature [162, 163], excitation signals that employ a triangular pulse

are considered to be more proper for synthesizing a human-like natural voice quality, since

it can adequately remove the discontinuities which are observed in conventionally used

impulse excitation. However, the frequency characteristics of a triangular pulse do not

necessarily guarantee the appropriate frequency characteristics that are required for the

source signals of the vocoder, especially in the high frequency region. The graph (a) in

the upper panel of figure 5.5 shows an example of a triangular pulse for which the main

excitation ratio (ER) is set to be 32/512, where the main excitation is defined as the

largest and fastest change in an excitation signal. The frequency characteristic of the

triangular pulse is shown by graph (a) in the lower panel of figure 5.5. Apparently, the

frequency characteristic decreases faster than a spectral −6 dB/oct decay.
In order to mitigate this problem, a technique called random fractal interpolation was
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Figure 5.4: (a) Residual signal, and (b)—(f) reconstructed signals in the five subbands:
(b) W1 (highest subband), (c) W2, (d) W3, (e) W4, and (f) V4 (lowest subband)
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Figure 5.5: Temporal and frequency characteristics of (a) triangular pulse, (b) result of
random fractal interpolation

applied [5, 7, 320]. It reproduces the random fractalness that is observed in the source

signals obtained by LPC inverse filtering. Since the frequency and temporal characteristics

of the −6 dB/oct source signals are equivalent to those of Brownian motion except that
the source signals are characterized by a certain periodicity, there exists possibility that

the source signals can be modeled as Brownian motion in detail. Our previous study

investigating this hypothesis proved that the random fractalness becomes dominant as

the resolution increases [5, 7]. The random fractal interpolation, based on this finding,

can recover the power at the high frequency region.

The curve (b) in the upper panel of figure 5.5 shows an example of such triangular

pulses that are modified by the proposed method. The lower panel of figure 5.5 shows that

the frequency characteristics of the modified triangular pulse become more appropriate

for the source signals of the vocoder, since it approximates −6 dB/oct spectral decay.
With regard to the temporal characteristic, it appears that the modified triangular pulse

still maintains almost the same excitation ratio of the original triangular pulse (32/512),

even after the frequency characteristics are changed.

Voice quality of synthesized speech changes as the excitation ratio changes [250]. In

general, the smaller the excitation ratio, the clearer the voice quality. On the other

hand, the larger the excitation ratio, the softer the voice quality. During implementation,

the excitation ratio was changed according to the peakiness value p defined in equation
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5.1 [162, 250].

p =
1
N

PN−1
n=0 s

2
n

( 1
N

PN−1
n=0 |sn|)2

(5.1)

5.2.4 Models of three fluctuations in the steady part of voiced speech

Even during the steadiest phase of voiced speech, speech signals are not completely pe-

riodic. Pitch period and maximum amplitude fluctuations are always observed [1, 2, 4].

In addition, waveform itself changes slightly from pitch period to pitch period [1, 3].

These fluctuations are considered to be a contributing factor in the naturalness of voiced

speech [1, 2, 3, 4].

The earlier study in this project indicates that pitch period and maximum amplitude

fluctuation can be modeled as a 1/f fluctuation [1, 2, 4]. Examples of pitch period and

maximum fluctuation for 512 pitch periods are shown in figure 5.6. Their frequency

characteristics are also shown in figure 5.7. Psychoacoustic experiments performed in

this study confirmed that the frequency characteristics of both fluctuations significantly

influenced the naturalness of sustained vowels. For instance, pitch period and maximum

amplitude fluctuations modeled as white noise would cause an unnatural pathologically

rough voice quality [1, 2, 4]. The pitch period and maximum amplitude fluctuations

modeled by a 1/f power law were incorporated into the implementation for the aim of

enhancing the voice quality of synthesized voiced speech. The standard deviation of the

pitch period fluctuation was set at 0.08 msec while the coefficient of variation of maximum

amplitude fluctuation was set at 8 %.

A simple model for waveform fluctuation can be white noise when the excitation signals

are defined as −6 dB/oct frequency characteristics [3, 193, 218]. For the implementation,
the average power of waveform fluctuation to the modified triangular pulse was set at

−25 dB for the implementation [3].
The implementation of our MELP vocoder also incorporated the aperiodic flag which

was decided by the peakiness value calculated by equation 5.1 [162, 163]. When the

aperiodic flag was true, the standard deviation of the pitch period fluctuation was set at

0.1 msec.

5.2.5 Implementation of MELP vocoder

Figure 5.8 shows the block diagrams for the analysis and synthesis stage of the developed

MELP vocoder. For the voiced speech, the modified triangular pulse was repeatedly con-

catenated to generate periodic excitation signals. For realizing the MELP scheme, wavelet
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Figure 5.6: Examples of fluctuation sequence: (a) pitch period fluctuation, (b) maximum
amplitude fluctuation

transform of the excitation signals was then performed. Using the voiced/unvoiced infor-

mation for each subband obtained in the analysis stage, wavelet coefficients at unvoiced

subbands were replaced with random wavelet coefficients characterized by Gaussian white

noise.

This MELP vocoder was implemented on both a personal computer (Apple, Macintosh

PowerBook 5300cs) as a prototype and a DSP evaluation module (TMS320C62 [299]) in

order to investigate the feasibility of real-time implementation. In spite that the perfect

optimization on the C source program was not performed, the DSP evaluation module

was able to run the analysis and synthesis stage simultaneously within approximately 80

% of the capacity of the DSP processor.

Informal evaluation showed that the voice quality was perceived as more natural com-

pared with a normal LPC vocoder. The buzzer-like voice quality was considerably elim-

inated. Three kinds of fluctuations incorporated into this MELP vocoder contributed

to enhancing the naturalness of speech, even when all subbands were determined to be

voiced, such as in the case of the steady part of sustained vowels. In particular, the nat-

uralness of female speech, which often tends to degrade with the normal LPC vocoder,

was remarkably improved. These successful results seemed to be attributable to adopting

both the MELP scheme and the techniques of improving source signals by exploiting their

random characteristics.
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Figure 5.7: Frequency characteristics of fluctuation sequence: (a) pitch period fluctuation,
(b) maximum amplitude fluctuation

5.2.6 Conclusions

This real-time implementation of the MELP vocoder indicated that mixing periodic and

aperiodic components in excitation signals, which is the central concept of a MELP

vocoder, could considerably enhance the naturalness of synthesized speech. In addition,

the appropriately modeled randomness incorporated in the source signals contributed to

enhancing the naturalness of the voice quality. Further evaluation, including formal psy-

choacoustic tests, is planned in order to investigate the validity of employing the developed

MELP vocoder for the actual case of low-bit-rate telecommunications.

5.3 Development of a rule-based speech synthesis system for the
Japanese language using a MELP vocoder

A Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system was implemented, which employs a MELP

vocoder as its speech synthesizer. This section especially describes the speech synthesis

techniques utilized in the system. Since the MELP vocoder developed in this study could

effectively increase the naturalness of voiced consonants as well as purely voiced speech,

the implemented system could successfully enhance the voice quality of synthesized speech

compared with a system which employed a conventional LPC vocoder.
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Figure 5.8: Procedure of the analysis and synthesis stage of our MELP vocoder: (a)
speech analysis (b) generation of excitation signals for voiced speech, (c) speech synthesis

5.3.1 Introduction

Recently, a rule-based speech synthesis technology has been used intensively for the real-

ization of a new style multimedia communication system that employs humanoid agents

called “avatars” as its human interface [517, 518]. Since the degradation of synthesized

speech phonated by the avatars often causes discomfort to human users in such commu-

nication systems, the development of more advanced techniques for enhancing the voice

quality of the synthesized speech is strongly required. A high quality speech synthe-

sis technology is considered to contribute greatly to realizing much more fluent speech

communication between the avatars and human users [475, 519, 520]. This study has de-

veloped several speech synthesis techniques that can effectively improve the voice quality

of the rule-based speech synthesis systems particularly for the Japanese language.

The model-based speech synthesizer employed in the rule-based speech synthesis sys-

tems conventionally utilizes oversimplified source signals represented such as an impulse

train for voiced speech and white noise for unvoiced speech [110, 111, 116]. Although these
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simple source signal models are convenient to use for processing speech synthesis, they

inevitably result in degradation of the voice quality of the resulting synthesized speech.

This is considered to be a side effect resulting from the oversimplification of source sig-

nals. In particular, a buzzer-like voice quality perceived in the voiced parts of synthesized

speech is recognized as a major problem [155, 157, 159, 162, 163, 206, 207]. This unde-

sirable degradation is distinctly perceived in synthesized voiced consonants. The reason

for the buzzer quality of synthesized voiced consonants can be attributed mainly to the

insufficiency of the binary source signal model which switches exclusively between either

the impulse train or the white noise. Since voiced consonants phonated by normal hu-

man speakers do not necessarily show perfect periodicity in all frequency bands [54, 161],

synthesized voiced consonants which are produced only by an impulse train may sound

differently from the human voiced consonants.

A MELP vocoder takes advantage of these human speech characteristics for synthe-

sizing more realistic speech [6, 162, 163]. It employs a mixture of both the impulse train

and the white noise as its source signal for synthesizing a voiced consonant. The voice

quality of the synthesized voiced consonant, therefore, may potentially be more similar

to human speech than that produced by a conventional LPC vocoder that simply em-

ploys the binary switching model for producing its source signals [110, 111, 116]. The

primary purpose of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of the MELP scheme

for enhancing the voice quality of synthesized voiced consonants.

Even during the steadiest parts of sustained vowels phonated by normal human speak-

ers, speech signals are not completely periodic [1, 2, 3, 4]. Since the buzzer-like quality of

synthesized voiced speech can be reduced by appropriately disturbing the periodicity of

speech signals, such aperiodicity is considered to be a potential factor in the naturalness of

human voiced speech. In order to improve the voice quality of synthesized voiced speech,

the MELP vocoder developed in this study also incorporated three kinds of fluctuations

which are always observed in human voiced speech. This technique is especially aimed at

enhancing the naturalness of the purely voiced parts of synthesized speech for which the

MELP scheme is ineffective. This is because in most cases the source signals of the MELP

scheme for purely voiced speech are often the same as normal impulse trains themselves.

5.3.2 MELP scheme in the developed system

In the synthesis stage, the MELP vocoder generates source signals for its synthesis filter

based on the binary information of voiced/unvoiced decisions obtained from its subbands

in the analysis stage [6, 162, 163]. Since the wavelet transforms can efficiently perform
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Figure 5.9: Frequency characteristics of five subbands: W1 (highest subband), W2, W3,
W4, and V4 (lowest subband)

subband reconstruction as well as subband division, the MELP vocoder developed in this

study employed the wavelet transforms for mixing periodic and aperiodic components

in its source signals. As a pilot case, a twelve tap Daubechies’ wavelet transform was

utilized [423, 430, 431, 432, 449, 450, 452, 453, 454]. The frequency characteristics of

five subbands, which are the results of the subband division by the Daubechies’ wavelet

transform, are shown in figure 5.9.

Figure 5.10 shows the block diagrams of the analysis and the synthesis stage of the

MELP vocoder. Prior to the synthesis stage, the voiced/unvoiced decision was made

for each subband in the analysis stage by evaluating the magnitude of the normalized

autocorrelation function at the lag of the estimated pitch period. In the synthesis stage,

to incorporate the aperiodicity into periodic source signals of voiced speech, random

values characterized by Gaussian white noise were added to the wavelet coefficients of the

subbands that were classified as unvoiced. The source signals in the time domain were

finally obtained by the inverse wavelet transforms of the resultant signals.

5.3.3 Building a Japanese CV syllable database

The Japanese language basically uses five V (vowel) syllables and ninety-six CV (conso-

nant + vowel) syllables for its pronunciation [123, 124, 125]. This study attempted to

build a Japanese CV syllable database, including the five V syllables as well, in order to
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Figure 5.10: Block diagrams of (a) the analysis stage, (b), the procedure for generating
excitation signals for voiced speech, and (c) the synthesis stage of the developed MELP
vocoder

implement a Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system. The database had the unique

feature of including the results of voiced/unvoiced decisions estimated in the five sub-

bands for the MELP scheme. For building a complete CV syllable database of Japanese

101 syllables, speech samples were obtained under the sampling condition where the sam-

pling frequency was 11.025 kHz and the quantization level 16 bits. Each syllable was

phonated by a normal male speaker. From a frame which consisted of 256 samples of dig-

itized speech, the following parameters were calculated: (1) fourteen PARCOR (partial

autocorrelation) coefficients, (2) an overall voiced/unvoiced decision, (3) voiced/unvoiced

decisions of the five subbands, (4) a normalized gain, and (5) a peakiness value of the

residual signal. As illustrated in figure 5.5, to reduce the buzzer quality of synthesized

voiced speech, a triangular pulse was employed during the synthesis process instead of a

normal impulse train. The peakiness value obtained in the analysis stage was used for

adjusting the gradient of the triangular pulse in order to control the softness of the voice

quality [162, 250]. The CV syllable database recorded the above calculated parameters
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Figure 5.11: Examples of the voiced/unvoiced decisions in the five subbands: a filled
square represents an unvoiced subband and a blank one represents a voiced subband.

for the duration of more than fifteen consecutive frames of each syllable.

Figure 5.11 shows examples of the voiced/unvoiced decisions in the five subbands

obtained from the five Japanese vowels /a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/ and voiced fricative conso-

nants /za/, /zi/, /zu/, /ze/, /zo/. A filled square represents an unvoiced subband and a

blank one represents a voiced subband. These decisions were recorded in the CV syllable

database. Although the overall voiced/unvoiced decisions indicated that all the syllables

could be classified as voiced speech, high frequency subbands tended to be classified as

unvoiced at around the initial frame particularly for the voiced fricative consonants. At

around their time of onset, the voiced fricative consonants are, therefore, considered to be

featured by unvoiced as well as voiced characteristics. On the other hand, the five vowels

did not show such a tendency. They are considered to be almost purely voiced speech,

since they are classified as voiced in almost all the five subbands.
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Figure 5.12: Subjective evaluation of the voice quality of Japanese voiced consonants
synthesized by the developed MELP vocoder. The experimental results shows the proba-
bility of selecting the stimuli synthesized by the MELP vocoder compared with the stimuli
synthesized by the conventional LPC vocoder.

5.3.4 Three types of fluctuations observed in the steady part of sustained
voiced speech

Even during the steadiest parts of voiced speech, speech signals are not completely peri-

odic. Fluctuations in pitch period and in maximum amplitude are always observed. In

addition, waveform itself changes slightly from pitch period to pitch period. These three

types of fluctuations are considered to be potential factors in enhancing the naturalness

of synthesized voiced speech [1, 2, 3, 4]. Our earlier study indicates that the pitch period

fluctuation as well as the maximum amplitude fluctuation can be modeled as a 1/f fluc-

tuation [1, 2, 4]. A simple model for waveform fluctuations is Gaussian white noise when

the source signals are defined as spectral −6 dB/oct signals [1, 3]. These fluctuations were
employed in the MELP vocoder as illustrated in figure 5.10. The standard deviation of

the pitch period fluctuation was set to be 0.08 msec and the coefficient of variation of the

maximum amplitude fluctuation was set to be 8 %. The average power of the waveform

fluctuation to source signals was set at −25 dB.
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Figure 5.13: Parameters utilized in the developed Japanese rule-based speech synthesis
system. These parameters were modified by a dictionary file which defined the proper
pitch period, gain, and duration of each syllable contained in a word to be synthesized.

5.3.5 Subjective evaluation of synthesized voiced consonants

Subjective evaluation was performed with regard to the voice quality of the Japanese

voiced consonants synthesized by the developed MELP scheme. Ten subjects participated

in the psychoacoustic experiments. The subjects were asked to choose a stimulus that was

perceived as having a more human-like natural voice quality in each paired-comparison

test. The same voiced consonants synthesized by a conventional LPC vocoder were com-

pared with the stimuli synthesized by the MELP vocoder.

The experimental results are summarized in figure 5.12. The results indicated that the

MELP vocoder was able to produce a more natural voice quality than the LPC vocoder.

The buzzer-like quality was considerably reduced when the MELP vocoder was employed.

The subjective evaluation, as a result, indicated that the MELP vocoder would potentially

contribute to enhancing the voice quality of a rule-based speech synthesis system. In

addition, three kinds of fluctuations incorporated into synthesized speech also contributed

to the production of more realistic voice quality. In particular, the pitch period fluctuation

effectively reduced the buzzer-like quality perceived in the purely voiced parts of voiced

consonants.
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Figure 5.14: Example of the dictionary file: This example defines the parameters of the
syllables contained in a Japanese word “nihoNgo”.

5.3.6 Implementing a Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system

A rule-based speech synthesis system for the Japanese language was finally implemented

by using the MELP vocoder. The parameters recorded in the CV syllable database were

utilized in the speech synthesizer as illustrated in figure 5.13. These parameters were

modified by a dictionary file which defined the proper pitch period, gain, and duration

of each syllable contained in a word to be synthesized [112]. Figure 5.14 shows an ex-

ample of the dictionary file. In the example, the Japanese word “nihoNgo”, meaning

“the Japanese language” per se, is decomposed into four syllables /ni/, /ho/, /N/, and

/go/. The dictionary file defines the properties of each syllable: pitch period, gain, and

duration. Approximately 100 Japanese words are currently contained in the dictionary

file. Concatenation processes for the modified parameters between the adjacent syllables

were then performed with appropriate interpolation rules described in the literature [124].

Informal evaluation has indicated that the developed system developed by the author

can successfully produce more naturally sounding synthesized speech than a system that

uses a conventional LPC vocoder. As implied from the results of the psychoacoustic

experiments with regard to synthesized voiced consonants, this success is considered to

be attributable to adopting both the MELP scheme and the techniques of incorporating

the three fluctuations into synthesized speech.

5.3.7 Conclusions

A Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system was developed by using the MELP scheme.

This new system could more successfully enhance the voice quality of synthesized speech
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than one that employed a conventional LPC vocoder.

Currently, a speech dialogue system for the realization of intelligent communication

with avatars is under development, in collaboration with a venture company of 3-D ani-

mation. The developed speech synthesis system is supposed to be employed in the project.

5.4 Conclusions

Two speech synthesis applications developed in this project could successfully enhance

the voice quality of synthesized speech, especially when compared with a system that

employed a conventional LPC vocoder. This research shows that all of the techniques

developed in this project should provide useful know-how for implementing the LPC-

vocoder-based high quality speech synthesis systems that are expected to produce more

realistic human-like natural speech. In order to investigate the feasibility of employing

these new speech synthesis systems for actual industrial applications, further evaluation

of those systems is currently underway, including formal psychoacoustic tests.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

This research project has investigated the characteristics of several kinds of randomness

observed in human speech signals phonated by normal speakers. Based on the results of

the analysis, several advanced techniques for artificially reproducing such randomness were

developed with the aim of enhancing the voice quality of synthesized speech. The types

of randomness particularly investigated in this project were: (1) amplitude fluctuation,

(2) period fluctuation, (3) waveform fluctuation, (4) random fractalness of the source

signals obtained by linear predictive analysis, and (5) unvoiced characteristics, namely,

aperiodicity observed in voiced consonants. Modeling these forms of randomness, based on

their statistical characteristics, was performed to obtain the know-how for the realization

of LPC-vocoder-based high quality speech synthesis systems.

Chapter 2 described a study of the analysis and perception of the amplitude and

period fluctuations. Since the frequency characteristics of these fluctuation sequences

appeared to be roughly subject to a 1/f power law, this study reached the conclusion that

amplitude and period fluctuation could be modeled as 1/f fluctuations for a preliminary

model. Psychoacoustic experiments performed in this study indicated that the differences

in the frequency characteristics of the amplitude and period fluctuations could potentially

influence the voice quality of synthesized speech. Compared with 1/f0 (white noise),

1/f 2, and 1/f3 fluctuation models, amplitude and period fluctuations modeled as 1/f

fluctuations could produce a voice quality which was more similar to that of human

speech phonated by normal speakers.

Chapter 3 described a study of the analysis and perception of the waveform fluctuations

extracted from the residual signals of the LPC vocoder. Since the frequency characteristics

of the waveform fluctuations appeared to be roughly subject to a 1/f2 power law, this

study reached the conclusion that the waveform fluctuations could be modeled as 1/f2
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fluctuations for a preliminary model. Psychoacoustic experiments performed in this study

indicated that the differences in the frequency characteristics of waveform fluctuations

could potentially influence the voice quality of synthesized speech. Compared with 1/f0

(white noise), 1/f , and 1/f 3 fluctuation models, waveform fluctuations modeled as 1/f2

fluctuations could produce voice quality which was more similar to that of human speech

phonated by normal speakers.

Chapter 4 described a study of the analysis and perception of the random fractalness

observed in the source signals of the LPC vocoder obtained from human speech samples.

This study employed a multiresolution analysis method, based on Schauder expansion, in

order to statistically investigate the time domain characteristics of the source signals. The

results of the analysis indicated that the random fractalness was observed, particularly

when a large resolution level was chosen. This study also found that a certain limitation

existed with regard to the size of the discontinuity for the source signal waveforms. Based

on the results of the analysis, an advanced technique was newly developed with the aim

of enhancing the voice quality of synthesized speech produced by the normal impulse

train. This study reached the conclusion that the buzzer-like degraded voice quality

resulting from utilizing the impulse train could be mitigated by removing the extremely

large discontinuity of the waveforms of the impulse train. The technique devised by the

author also led to the creation of a method called random fractal interpolation. The

purpose of this method was to restore the power in the high frequency region that had

been undesirably decreased when the sharpness of the impulse train was reduced.

Chapter 5 described two applications that exemplified the effectiveness of the tech-

niques developed in this project. One was a real-time vocoder system implemented on a

digital signal processor (DSP) evaluation module (Texas Instruments, TMS320C62). The

other was a Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system implemented on a personal com-

puter (Apple, Macintosh Quadra 840AV). Both applications employed the modified LPC

vocoder as their speech synthesizer that fully implemented the features investigated in this

project. In addition, this chapter also described a study of the analysis and perception

of the unvoiced characteristics observed in voiced consonants. Since voiced consonants

are a mixture of both a periodic component attributed to voiced characteristics and an

aperiodic component attributed to unvoiced characteristics, the waveforms of unvoiced

consonants — which seem basically periodic due to reflecting the voiced feature — are dis-

turbed in detail by the unvoiced feature. Psychoacoustic experiments conducted in this

study clarified that synthesized voiced consonants produced by the conventional LPC

vocoder tended to degrade in voice quality, since this method completely disregarded the
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incorporation of the unvoiced feature into voiced consonants. An advanced technique,

employing a wavelet transform for processing subband decomposition and reconstruction,

was developed as a method for the inclusion of the unvoiced component with the voiced

component. This study reached the conclusion that synthesized voiced consonants, for

which the unvoiced feature was incorporated at high frequency subbands, could be per-

ceived as having a more natural voice quality than that produced by the conventional

LPC vocoder.

This project has achieved the following two major conclusions: (1) the voice quality of

synthesized speech can be enhanced by the inclusion of the various types of randomness

that are artificially produced by their adequate models, (2) The techniques developed in

this project can be used as know-how towards the realization of LPC-vocoder-based high

quality speech synthesis systems that are expected to produce more realistic human-like

natural speech.

6.2 Original contributions

Synthesizing human-like natural voice quality by using the model-based speech synthe-

sizers is still recognized as a difficult goal to achieve. Since an in-depth understand-

ing of the mechanism of human speech production seems essential for the creation of

natural voice quality by such model-based speech synthesizers, it would appear that

considerable time is still required to reach the goal of perfecting the development of a

realistic model of human speech production due to the high complexity of its physical

system [259, 260, 480, 482, 483]. Although such a precise model is expected to con-

tribute greatly to the enhancement of synthesized speech, some updated industrial speech

applications including a mobile telephone and a car navigation system require more im-

mediate techniques that are effective enough to produce a more natural voice quality in

the given systems. This research project focused on developing such practical techniques

for enhancing the naturalness of synthesized speech in terms of appropriately incorporat-

ing the randomness observed in human speech signals. The research has quantitatively

demonstrated the specific procedures which address the question of how to artificially

produce randomness, particularly for the LPC vocoder, which is not sufficiently described

in some earlier studies [193, 218]. Since the LPC-vocoder-based speech synthesizer is

widely employed in the above-mentioned commercial speech applications, the know-how

for enhancing the voice quality of synthesized speech obtained from this project would

potentially contribute to improving the quality of such promising industrial applications.
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In addition, the results obtained from this project may also potentially stimulate the

study of developing an advanced model of human speech production, which is expected

to clarify how the randomness is generated in the actual physical system.

It should be emphasized that several types of randomness investigated by the au-

thor inherently exhibited the random fractal characteristics. This project uniquely took

advantage of such random fractalness for developing advanced techniques to artificially

producing such randomness. Since the naturalness of synthesized speech was successfully

improved by the developed techniques, the conclusion was reached that such random

fractalness could be a key factor for developing advanced models of the randomness.

Earlier studies explain that random fractalness is also found in a variety of natural phe-

nomena, including fluctuation obtained from biomedical signals such as heart-rate sig-

nals [308, 309, 310, 311, 317, 334, 335, 350, 354, 360]. As demonstrated typically in the

heart-rate case, many biomedical systems particularly show that a spectral 1/f charac-

teristic is frequently observed in the fluctuation sequences obtained from normal subjects.

On the other hand, such a tendency does not appear in the fluctuation sequences of abnor-

mal subjects. The spectral 1/f characteristic is, therefore, considered to be an inherent

feature which reflects the normality of the biomedical systems. It is of interest that the

experimental results obtained in the study of the amplitude and period fluctuations also

showed strong agreement with the above-described tendency. Specifically, amplitude and

period fluctuations characterized by spectral 1/f decay could produce normal voice qual-

ity, whereas, fluctuations characterized by a spectral 1/f0 decay resulted in a pathological

rough voice quality. This project also theoretically discussed how the 1/f fluctuations

could serve as an adequate model for representing these fluctuations in terms of their

stationarity.

Not only has this project demonstrated the effectiveness of the new techniques, but

the author has also shown the capability of developing commercial applications based on

exploiting the advantages of the proposed techniques. Specifically, two speech synthesis

applications were implemented in this research in order to exemplify the effectiveness of

the developed techniques. One was a real-time vocoder system implemented on a digital

signal processor (DSP) evaluation module (Texas Instruments, TMS320C62). The other

was a Japanese rule-based speech synthesis system implemented on a personal computer

(Apple, Macintosh Quadra 840AV). It was shown that both systems were potentially appli-

cable to actual industrial applications. Recently, a rule-based speech synthesis technology

has been used intensively in the development of a new style multimedia communication

system that employs humanoid agents called “avatars” as its human interface. A high
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quality speech synthesis technology is considered to contribute greatly to more fluent

speech communication between the avatars and human users [517, 518, 519, 520]. Cur-

rently, based on the system developed in this research project, a speech dialogue system

for intelligent communications with the avatars is under development in collaboration

with a venture company of 3-D animation. In addition, the developed techniques are also

planned to be employed for implementing a more effective speech codec system that makes

use of a Voice over IP (internet protocol) technology for the Internet telecommunications.

6.3 Future work

This project has consisted of merely a pilot study to simply develop preliminary mod-

els of several types of the randomness. In order to improve the developed models, it is

worth investigating how more precise models could contribute to further enhancement

in the voice quality of synthesized speech. Especially for the three types of fluctuations,

one of the most intriguing topics would be the analysis of how the characteristics of the

fluctuations observed in the non-steady part of speech signals differ from the findings

obtained in this research. Since the author only investigated the characteristics of the

fluctuations obtained from the steady part of sustained vowels, a certain limitation re-

mains in the utilization of these results as know-how for enhancing the voice quality of

the non-steady part of synthesized speech. Although the two applications developed in

this project successfully produced fairly natural voice quality in spite of not taking the

above consideration into account, a more complete model can be expected to be generally

accepted as a realistic model of the randomness.

Several topics are left for future work with regard to the further improvement of the

two applications developed in this project. As regards the MELP vocoder, more accu-

rate method for the pitch period estimation is strongly desirable, since erroneous decision

making still considerably degrades the voice quality of synthesized speech even when the

MELP scheme is employed instead of using the normal LPC vocoder. In addition, the

MELP vocoder is also limited by the difficulty in making reasonable voiced/unvoiced deci-

sions in each subband. In the implementation of this project, an autocorrelation technique

was simply utilized as a preliminary method for the voiced/unvoiced decisions. However,

due to the non-steady characteristics of actual human speech signals, the voiced/unvoiced

decisions made by the autocorrelation technique often failed. Some other algorithms

are under consideration by the author in order to perform the voiced/unvoiced decision

making more appropriately for gaining the robustness of the MELP scheme.
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The text-to-speech technology is now intensively employed in several speech appli-

cations such as car navigation systems, which have recently emerged as promising com-

mercial applications of speech synthesis. At the present moment, the motion picture

experts group (MPEG) is working on a standardization for various types of the multi-

media communications as MPEG-4, anticipating that text-to-speech applications will be

a key technology for uniquely identifying its standard [171, 172, 173]. Although a par-

ticular speech synthesizer has not been chosen for the MPEG-4 standard, the draft of

the MPEG-4 defines several control parameters for realizing text-to-speech systems. The

author is currently planning to implement an MPEG-4-compatible text-to-speech system

based on the rule-based speech synthesis system developed in this project. Not only the

voice quality of text-to-speech systems reflect the particular types of speech synthesis

algorithm, but it also considerably depends on the control parameters that define the

prosodical information of synthesized speech. This research project, therefore, anticipates

that the study on the text-to-parameter conversion should be included in its future work

for realizing high quality rule-based speech synthesis systems.
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Appendix A

Fractional Brownian motion

Mandelbrot and Wallis originally introduced the concept of fractional Brownian motion as

a model for investigating the characteristics of wide-band random processes [308, 309, 310,

311, 317, 334, 335, 350, 354, 425]. It is basically a theoretical extension of the conventional

Brownian motion.

A wide-band random process v(t) is characterized by its spectral densities Sv(f). There

introduced a simple power law which defines that Sv(f) is proportional to spectral 1/f
β

characteristics through all frequency bands with the conditions of 1 < β < 3, β = 2H +1

and β = 5−2D [308, 309, 310, 311, 317, 334, 335, 350, 354, 425]. This definition provides

useful relationship among the spectral decay β, the Hurst exponent H, and the fractal

dimension D. The random processes which meet the condition of the above power laws

are called fractional Brownian motion [308, 309, 310, 311, 317, 334, 335, 350, 354, 425].

The frequency characteristics of a fractional Brownian motion give information of its

time correlations. When Sv(f) increases steeply at low frequency, v(t) varies more slowly,

and vice versa. In addition, it is known that the mean and the mean square value of a

fractional Brownian motion are subject to the following statistical relationship [334, 311,

425].

hv(rt)i = rHhv(t)i
hv2(rt)i = r2Hhv2(t)i, (A.1)

where

v(t) is a spectral 1/fβ sequence,

r is the resolution factor of the sequence,

h·i is the expectation operator.
Since the mean and the variance derived from equation A.1 are considered to change as

the resolution factor r changes, 1/fβ fluctuations are classified as nonstationary processes
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with the condition of 1 < β. However, the mean and the variance of 1/f sequences,

which are derived from equation A.1 with the condition of β → 1, namely H → 0, are

statistically invariant even though the resolution factor r changes. This nature of spectral

1/f sequences is known as self-similarity which guarantees the quasi-stationarity of the

sequences [308, 309, 310, 311, 317, 334, 335, 350, 354, 425]. Spectral 1/f sequences are

often observed in the many physical systems [335, 350, 354, 360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365,

366, 367]. They are found in the noises of almost all electronic components from simple

carbon resistors to advanced semiconducting devices. Also in the biomedical systems,

spectral 1/f sequences are inherently found from the nerve membrane level to the human

behavioral level [360, 361, 362, 363, 364, 365, 366, 367]. Why this kind of random processes

can be commonly observed in a variety of physical systems is not fully answered yet [335,

350, 352, 354, 360].

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a useful tool for generating fractional Brownian mo-

tion [310, 311, 334, 318]. Gaussian white noise was first transformed to the frequency

domain, then passed through the low pass filter characterized by a spectral 1/fβ power

law. Finally, the result was transformed back into the time domain. The power spectrum

of a spectral 1/fβ sequence is represented as

Sv(f) = |T (f)|2Sw(f) ∝ |T (f)|2, (A.2)

where

Sv(f) is the power spectrum of a spectral 1/fβ sequence v(t),

T (f) is the frequency characteristics of spectral 1/fβ filter,

Sw(f) is the power spectrum of Gaussian white noise.

Thus, the spectral 1/fβ filter is required to be

T (f) ∝ 1/fβ/2. (A.3)

The typical sequences produced by this method are shown in figure A.1. These are

the examples of spectral 1/f0 (white noise), 1/f , 1/f2, and 1/f 3 sequences, respectively.

It can be seen that the smoothness of the sequences increases as the value of β increases.

Simultaneously, the sequences show to be nonstationary processes. These are attributable

to the dominance of the low frequency components in the sequences for a larger β. The

examples of spectral 1/f 2 and 1/f 3 sequences shown in figure A.1 (c) and (d) particularly

exemplify the non-stationarity of fractional Brownian motions in the case of a larger

β. Compared with spectral 1/f0 and 1/f sequences shown in figure A.1 (a) and (b),

nonstationary changes in the short-time mean of spectral 1/f2 and 1/f3 sequences are

easily detected even by visual inspection.
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Figure A.1: Variations of 1/fβ sequence. The values of the exponent β are (a) zero, (b)
one, (c) two, and (d) three. The mean and the standard deviation are normalized to be
zero and one. Compared with spectral 1/f0 and 1/f sequences shown in (a) and (b),
nonstationary changes in the short-time mean of spectral 1/f 2 and 1/f3 sequences shown
in (c) and (d) are easily detected even by visual inspection.
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Appendix B

Theoretical definition of the source
signals of the LPC vocoder

Theoretically, the source signals of the LPC vocoder is defined as being characterized by a

spectral −6 dB/oct decay in the frequency domain [110, 111, 116, 120, 121, 198]. The LPC
analysis assumes that the spectral envelope of its residual signals is approximately rep-

resented as being flat with the conditions of −12 dB/oct glottal vibration characteristics
and +6 dB/oct mouth radiation characteristics. Taking these factors into consideration,

the source signals of the LPC vocoder can be represented as spectral −6 dB/oct signals.
Figure B.1(a) illustrates the three stages of the speech synthesis procedure performed

in the LPC vocoder [110, 111, 116, 120, 121, 198]. These three stages are individually

represented as digital filters labeled as a glottal vibration filter G(z), a vocal tract filter

V (z), and a mouth radiation filter R(z) in the exhibited system. The vocal tract filterG(z)

defines the temporal and frequency characteristics of glottal vibration. As is mentioned

above, the frequency characteristics of the glottal filter G(z) are largely represented as

being the −12 dB/oct decay. The vocal tract filter V (z), which is characterized by

LPC coefficients, particularly represents dominant peaks in the spectral envelope called

formants. The mouth radiation filter R(z), which represents an impedance mismatching

between the inside and outside of the mouth, is simply characterized as a +6 dB/oct

high-pass-filter. Synthesized speech denoted as s(n) in the figure is produced by filtering

an excitation signal e(n) with all the three filters.

Since the above-described filters are theoretically defined as being linearly separated,

the order of the filters can be changed without influencing the resulting synthesized speech.

Figure B.1(b) shows an instance in which the order of the V (z) and R(z) are reversed.

In this case, the excitation signal e(n) is processed by both the filter G(z) and R(z) to

be a source signal of the LPC synthesis filter V (z). The frequency characteristic of the

source signal is, therefore, defined as being a spectral −6 dB/oct decay due to combining
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Figure B.1: (a) LPC vocoder synthesizes speech by processing the three stages: a glottal
vibration filter G(z), a vocal tract filter V (z), and a mouth radiation filter R(z). (b) The
filters V (z) and R(z) are exchanged each other. Excitation signal e(n) is processed by
both the filter G(z) and R(z) to be a source signal of the vocal tract filter V (z).

together the filter G(z) and R(z).

A first-order auto-regressive (AR) system defined in equation B.1 is usually employed

as a −6 dB/oct low-pass-filter for generating source signals from excitation signals e(n).

H(z) =
1

1− 0.98z−1 (B.1)

The source signals for synthesizing voiced speech are, therefore, represented as the expo-

nentially decreasing waveforms as shown in figure 4.1(c), when normal impulse trains are

chosen excitation signals. As for unvoiced speech, Brownian motion, which is a wide-band

random process for which the frequency characteristics are particularly characterized by

the spectral −6 dB/oct decay, becomes the source signals when conventional Gaussian
white noise is chosen excitation signals.
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Appendix C

C program lists

The speech synthesizer developed in this project required a linear predictive analysis

for the extraction of PARCOR coefficients from a speech signal and a linear predictive

synthesis for remaking the analyzed speech. The C programs for these two routines are

listed below.

C.1 Linear predictive analysis

/*
This program performs linear predictive analysis
of speech signal using auto-correlation method.

s[n] speech signal,n=0,...,N-1
e[n] residual signal,n=0,...,N-1
a[m] LPC coefficients,m=0,...,M
gamma[m] PARCOR coefficients,m=0,...,M

last revised in Sep.20, 1999

programmed by Naofumi AOKI
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

#define M 10
#define N 256
#define PI 3.1415926535

void LPC(float s[],float a[],float gamma[]);
void HammingWindow(float s[]);
void PARCOR_a(float s[],float e[],float gamma[]);

void main(void)
{

FILE *fp;
char fn[20];
int i;
float *s,*e,*a,*gamma,dummy=0;
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s=(float *)calloc(N+1,sizeof(float));
e=(float *)calloc(N,sizeof(float));
a=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));
gamma=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));

/* input speech file */

printf("Enter Speech File Name (input file) ->");
scanf("%s",fn);
fp=fopen(fn,"r");
for(i=0;i<N+1;i++)
{

fscanf(fp,"%f",&dummy);
s[i]=dummy;

}
fclose(fp);

/* +6 dB/oct pre-emphasis */

for(i=0;i<N;i++)
{

s[i]=s[i+1]-0.98*s[i];
}

/* Hamming window */

HammingWindow(s);

/* LPC analysis */

LPC(s,a,gamma);

/* residual calculation */

PARCOR_a(s,e,gamma);

printf("Enter LPC Coefficients File Name (output file) ->");
scanf("%s",fn);
fp=fopen(fn,"w");
for(i=0;i<=M;i++)
{

fprintf(fp,"%f\n",a[i]);
}
fclose(fp);

printf("Enter PARCOR Coefficients File Name (output file) ->");
scanf("%s",fn);
fp=fopen(fn,"w");
for(i=0;i<=M;i++)
{

fprintf(fp,"%f\n",gamma[i]);
}
fclose(fp);

printf("Enter Residual File Name (output file) ->");
scanf("%s",fn);
fp=fopen(fn,"w");
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for(i=0;i<N;i++)
{

fprintf(fp,"%f\n",e[i]);
}
fclose(fp);

}

void HammingWindow(float s[])
{

int i;

for(i=0;i<N;i++)
{

s[i]=(0.54-0.46*cos(2*PI*i/(N-1)))*s[i];
}

}

void LPC(float s[],float a[],float gamma[])
{

int i,j,m;
float *r,*b,power,dummy;

r=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));
b=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));

for(i=0;i<=M;i++)
{

r[i]=0;

for(j=0;j<N-i;j++)
{

r[i]=r[i]+s[j]*s[j+i];
}

}

gamma[0]=0;
a[0]=1;
power=r[0];

gamma[1]=-r[1]/r[0];
a[1]=gamma[1];
power=power*(1-gamma[1]*gamma[1]);

m=2;

while(power>0 && m<=M)
{

for(i=1;i<m;i++)
{

b[i]=a[m-i];
}

dummy=0;

for(i=0;i<m;i++)
{

dummy=dummy+a[i]*r[m-i];
}
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gamma[m]=-dummy/power;

for(j=1;j<m;j++)
{

a[j]=a[j]+gamma[m]*b[j];
}

a[m]=gamma[m];
power=power*(1-gamma[m]*gamma[m]);

m++;
}

free(r);
free(b);

}

void PARCOR_a(float s[],float e[],float gamma[])
{

int i,n;
float *f,*b;

f=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));
b=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));

for(n=0;n<N;n++)
{

if(n==0)
{

f[0]=s[n];
b[0]=s[n];

for(i=1;i<=M;i++)
{

f[i]=s[n];
b[i]=gamma[i]*f[i];

}

e[0]=f[M];
}

if(n>0)
{

f[0]=s[n];

for(i=1;i<=M;i++)
{

f[i]=f[i-1]+gamma[i]*b[i-1];
}

for(i=M;i>=1;i--)
{

b[i]=b[i-1]+gamma[i]*f[i-1];
}

b[0]=s[n];
e[n]=f[M];
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}
}

free(f);
free(b);

}

C.2 Linear predictive synthesis

/*
This program performs linear predictive synthesis
of speech signal using PARCOR method.

s[n] speech signal,n=0,...,N-1
e[n] residual signal,n=0,...,N-1
a[m] LPC coefficients,m=0,...,M
gamma[m] PARCOR coefficients,m=0,...,M

last revised in Sep.20, 1999

programmed by Naofumi AOKI
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>

#define M 10
#define N 256

void PARCOR_s(float s[],float e[],float gamma[]);

void main(void)
{

FILE *fp;
char fn[20];
long i;
float *s,*e,*gamma,dummy=0;

s=(float *)calloc(N+1,sizeof(float));
e=(float *)calloc(N,sizeof(float));
gamma=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));

/* PARCOR coefficients file */

printf("Enter PARCOR Coefficients File Name (input file) ->");
scanf("%s",fn);
fp=fopen(fn,"r");
for(i=0;i<=M;i++)
{

fscanf(fp,"%f",&dummy);
gamma[i]=dummy;

}
fclose(fp);

/* excitation file */
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printf("Enter excitation File Name (input file) ->");
scanf("%s",fn);
fp=fopen(fn,"r");
for(i=0;i<N;i++)
{

fscanf(fp,"%f",&dummy);
e[i]=dummy;

}
fclose(fp);

/* PARCOR synthesis */

PARCOR_s(s,e,gamma);

/* -6dB/oct post-emphasis */

for(i=0;i<N;i++)
{

s[i+1]=s[i+1]+0.98*s[i];
}

printf("Enter Sound File Name (output file) ->");
scanf("%s",fn);
fp=fopen(fn,"w");
for(i=0;i<N;i++)
{

fprintf(fp,"%f\n",s[i]);
}
fclose(fp);

}

void PARCOR_s(float s[],float e[],float gamma[])
{

long i,n;
float *f,*b;

f=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));
b=(float *)calloc(M+1,sizeof(float));

for(n=0;n<N;n++)
{

if(n==0)
{

f[M]=e[n];

for(i=M-1;i>=0;i--)
{

f[i]=f[i+1];
}

b[0]=f[0];

for(i=0;i<=M-1;i++)
{

b[i+1]=gamma[i+1]*f[i];
}
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s[0]=f[0];
}

if(n>0)
{

f[M]=e[n];

for(i=M-1;i>=0;i--)
{

f[i]=f[i+1]-gamma[i+1]*b[i];
}

for(i=M-1;i>=0;i--)
{

b[i+1]=b[i]+gamma[i+1]*f[i];
}

b[0]=f[0];
s[n]=f[0];

}
}

free(f);
free(b);

}
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